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Preface 
 
 
This report presents results from a national survey entitled Academic Authorship, 
Publishing Agreements and Open Access. The survey was undertaken in pursuance 
of the recommendations made under the OAK Law Report No.1 Creating a Legal 
Framework for Copyright Management of Open Access within the Australian 
Academic and Research Sector, August 2006.1  It was designed to provide evidence 
of the attitudes and practices of academic authors in Australia in relation to 
publication and dissemination of their research, which in turn will be used to build 
strategies for the effective management of copyright in the Australian research 
sector. 
 
I am thankful to Maree Heffernan, Anthony Austin, Scott Kiel-Chisholm, Paul 
Armbruster, Professor Anne Fitzgerald, Lorraine Bell and Nikki David for their efforts 
in implementing, developing, promoting and analysing the survey document. 
 
I would also like to acknowledge Kylie Pappalardo, Paula Callan, Amanda Long, 
Derek Whitehead, Jill Rogers, Helen Demack and Elliot Bledsoe for their valuable 
contribution to the development and distribution of the survey. 
 
Special thanks must also go to the many people who helped us to disseminate the 
survey and the individuals who took the time to complete the survey. 
 
Brian Fitzgerald 
 
Professor of Intellectual Property and Innovation, 
Queensland University of Technology, www.ip.qut.edu.au 
 
Project Leader for the OAK Law Project and the Legal Framework for e-Research 
Project,www.oaklaw.qut.edu.au, www.e-Research.law.qut.edu.au 
 
May 2008 
                                               
1 http://eprints.qut.edu.au/archive/00006099/01/Printed_Oak_Law_Project_Report.pdf at 156 to 158. 
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1. Introduction 
 
 
This report presents the results from an online survey, Academic Authorship, 
Publishing Agreements and Open Access, which was conducted by the OAK Law 
Project from the 2nd October 2007 through to the 9th November 2007. The OAK Law 
Project is part of the Queensland University of Technology Faculty of Law and is 
funded by the Australian Federal Government Department of Education, Employment 
and Workplace Relations (DEEWR). 
 
The OAK Law Project seeks to promote strategies for the management of copyright 
in order to facilitate optimal access to research output, particularly publicly funded 
research.  
 
The online survey implemented recommendations made in the OAK Law Report 
No.1 Creating a Legal Framework for Copyright Management of Open Access within 
the Australian Academic and Research Sector, August 2006.2  
 
The aim of the survey was to obtain empirical evidence relating to: 
 
• authors’ experiences in publishing periodical publications, journal 
articles, research papers, conference papers and book chapters; 
 
• author’s knowledge of publishing agreements and their experience in 
dealing with publishers; 
 
• authors’ awareness of the different terms and conditions in publishing 
agreements under which these items have been published;  
 
• authors’ knowledge and attitude towards Open Access and Open 
Access Journals3; and 
 
• authors’ understanding of the legal rights and responsibilities impacting 
on Open Access to their published items. 
 
The results received from the survey will be used in developing model publishing 
agreements and template addenda, publishing guides and practical toolkits and 
training materials for academic authors and publishers. 
                                               
2 http://eprints.qut.edu.au/archive/00006099/01/Printed_Oak_Law_Project_Report.pdf at p 156 to 158. 
3 See Appendix A: Defined Terms in Survey Instrument at pages 97-98. 
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2. Methodology 
 
2.1 Participants & Procedure 
 
The sampling frame was developed by conducting web-based searches on academic 
and research staff located in all Australian universities and a number of industry and 
government organisations, lecturers, senior lecturers, professors, associate 
professors and research officers/fellows were included in the sampling frame (adjunct 
professors and PhD students were excluded). In addition, requests were made to 
heads of government departments and a number of industry groups to circulate 
emails to researchers within their departments or groups to recruit survey 
participants.   
 
Utilising a form of snowball sampling, emails were sent to vice-chancellors of a 
number of large Australian universities and to academic contacts throughout 
Australia. These persons were requested to champion the promotion of the survey to 
their academic employees and their colleagues. No incentives were offered for 
participation in the survey.   
 
Direct emails were sent by the OAK Law project team to a total of 27,385 individuals 
inviting them to participate in the online survey (with a link to the online survey 
supplied in the email).  Of the 27,385 emails sent: 
 
• 2,191 of the direct emails were undeliverable due to invalid email 
addresses; and 
 
• approximately 8,763 of the direct emails were unread because potential 
participants were ‘out of the office’ or on leave (primarily due to the timing 
of the survey coinciding with the end of the academic semester4).  
 
In addition, it is estimated that approximately half of the academics included in the 
sampling frame do not actively publish5, which further reduced the numbers of 
participants able to respond to the survey to a total of 8,380.  
 
A total of 509 respondents completed the survey, representing a maximum response 
rate of approximately 6.1%6. 
                                               
4 Generally the last day of university classes occurs at the end of October or early November.  The 8,763 figure included 
auto-replies received by the project team specifying that the recipient was on leave or out of the office. 
5 See individual University RRTMR reports: 
http://www.dest.gov.au/sectors/research_sector/publications_resources/indexes/research_and_research_training_managem
ent_reports/2005_index.htm. 
6 Based on the adjusted sampling frame of 8,380. 
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2.2 Instrument 
 
 
The questions contained in the online survey were developed by the OAK Law 
Project team with some influence from recent studies conducted in the United States7 
and Germany8. Appendix A contains a copy of the survey instrument.  
 
A comprehensive glossary of terms was also embedded in the survey. If participants 
placed their cursor on specific words in the survey (that had an information icon 
attached to it), definitions of those words would appear on the participant’s computer 
screen.  See Appendix B for a complete list of the supplied definitions. 
 
 
2.3 Analysis 
 
Data was analysed using SPSS software, with descriptive statistics (means and 
percentages) carried out on all variables.  Difference tests ( 2χ  tests and 
independent-samples t-tests) were carried out on a number of key variables to 
compare: 
 
• responses by research area (Science and Technology versus Arts and Social 
Sciences); 
 
• years of publishing (less than 10 years versus more than 10 years); and 
 
• employing organisation (university versus non-university). 
 
Although there are issues with performing tests of significance on non-random 
samples, tests were conducted to explore relationships amongst variables with the 
understanding that findings cannot be generalised to other populations9.   
 
There are a number of limitations with the present study, including the following:  
 
Low response rate:  The timing of the release of the survey conflicted with a range of 
end of semester activities that academics typically engage in (e.g. academics 
undertaking student assessment) which could have affected the participants’ ability to 
respond. The length of the survey could have also impacted negatively on the 
response rate (a number of participants commented that the survey was too lengthy 
and detailed).    Although this is the case, the sample incorporates participants from 
                                               
7 University of California Office of Scholarly Communication & California Digital Library eScholarhip Program, Faculty 
attitudes and behaviours regarding scholarly communication:  Survey findings from the University of California, (2007) 
University of California, California. 
8 Hess, T., Wigand, R.T., Mann, F., von Walter, B., Open access & science publishing:  Results of a study on researchers’ 
acceptance and use of open access publishing, (2007) Ludwig-Maximilians-Universitat, Munich Germany. 
9 Methods for Social Researchers in Developing Countries, Aids: Main Point 16: “Strictly speaking, tests of significance 
should only be used to analyze data from properly drawn probability samples. Nevertheless, tests of significance are used 
with nonprobability samples. These tests are useful for establishing the extent of relationships among variables, even though 
the conclusions cannot be safely generalized to any population“ (http://srmdc.net/chapter19/21.htm). 
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all Australian states and territories and researchers from a diverse range of academic 
disciplines (289 participants identified disciplinary fields in Science and Technology 
areas and 220 participants identified disciplinary fields in the Arts and Social 
Sciences). 
 
 
2.4 Comments 
 
Twenty-eight survey participants made comments about the methodology and 
intention of the survey. Some statements suggested that the survey was biased in 
favour of Open Access or too long. Other statements showed that respondents 
appreciated the benefit and scope of the questions and the way in which the survey 
raised their awareness of key issues: 
 
Comments: General comments regarding the survey 
 
“This survey was very informative about my rights regarding publications” 
 
“By completing this survey I realised how much I do NOT know about the topic.  I have a publishing 
agreement in front of me that needs to be signed this week, so the survey was very relevant” 
 
“Gained awareness of my own ignorance in this area!! I strongly support OA principles so had better 
get going and do something about it!  Thanks for the consciousness-raiser and for a sensible and 
accessible questionnaire” 
 
See Appendix C for further general comments about the survey. 
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3. Results 
 
3.1 Demographic Characteristics of the Sample 
 
A total of 509 respondents completed the survey, with Figure 1 presenting the 
geographical distribution of respondents. Approximately 30% (n=153) of participants 
resided in New South Wales, 27% (n=136) in Queensland, 19% (n=97) in Victoria 
with 1% (n=5) from the Northern Territory and 2% (n=10) from Tasmania. The 
majority of participants (89%, n=453) were employed by a university or a higher 
education institution, with the remainder employed by government, industry or other 
research bodies. The majority of respondents (80%) were employed by large 
organisations (organisations with 1,000 or more employees), with approximately 11% 
employed by organisations with between 500 and 1000 employees. Almost 61% of 
respondents described their organisational role as ‘lecturer’, 25% as ‘researcher’, 
and 4% as ‘dean/head of school’. 
 
Figure 1.  Geographical Location of Respondents 
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3.2 Main Disciplinary Areas 
 
Respondents specified a diverse range of fields that their research covers10, with 
approximately 57% indicating that their research is in the areas of Science and 
Technology11 and 43% indicating that their research is in the fields of the Arts and 
Social Sciences12. Approximately 25% of respondents identified medical, health and 
epidemiology, 19% identified biology, chemistry and physics, 14% education, and 
12% identified humanities as research fields in which they are involved (see Figure 
2). 
 
Figure 2.  Main Disciplinary Area of Respondents 
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10 Note:  Participants could choose more than one area of research. 
11Science and Technology includes:  earth sciences, biology/chemistry/physics, medical/health/epidemiology, mathematics, 
engineering, architecture/built environment/design and information technology.  
12 Arts and Social Sciences includes:  education, arts, visual/graphic art/music/drama, 
business/economics/accounting/finance, psychology, humanities, sociology/anthropology/social work, law, languages, 
librarianship/archives or records management and media/communication/journalism. 
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3.3 Time Involved in Research 
 
Approximately two-thirds (62%) of respondents have been actively involved in 
research for more than 10 years, 22% have been actively involved in research 
between 5 to 10 years  and 15% involved for more than 12 months but less than 5 
years (see Figure 3).   
 
Figure 3.  Length of Time Involved in Research  
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3.4 Publication History 
 
Almost two-thirds (64%) of authors first submitted an item13 for publication more than 
10 years ago and 19% first submitted more than five years ago but less than 10 
years ago (see Figure 4).  Respondents were also asked to specify the number of 
years since they had last submitted an item (91% had last submitted an item for 
publication within the past 12 months, see Figure 5). 
                                               
13 Item(s) – any periodical publication, journal articles, research papers, conference papers and book chapters (but 
EXCLUDES MONOGRAPHS or ENTIRE BOOKS).  
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Figure 4.  Years Since First Submitted an Item for Publication 
 
 
Figure 5.  Years Since Last Submitted an Item for Publication 
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3.5 Frequency of Publications 
 
The average number of total items published by respondents was 53 items (n=488).  
Figure 6 depicts the average number of times respondents have published by 
publication type. The average number of times respondents had published in 
‘subscription based journals only’ was 41 (n=455 or 90% of the sample). On average, 
respondents had put the same item in a ‘subscription based journal and deposited 
into an institutional repository’ 15.3 times (n=149 or 29% of the sample), had put an 
item in an ‘Open Access Journal only’ 5.5 times (n=149 or 29% of the sample), had 
published the same item in an ‘Open Access Journal and deposited into an 
institutional repository’ 5.4 times (n=46 or 9% of the sample) and had put an item into 
an ‘institutional repository only’ 7.4 times (n=99 or 19% of the sample). 
 
Figure 6.  Frequency of Publications by Media Type 
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3.6 Proportion of Publication in Different Media 
 
Respondents were asked to specify the proportion of their items published by large 
commercial publishers, international disciplinary societies, Australian institutional 
publishers and Australian disciplinary societies.  
 
An average of 51% of items have been published by a majority (approximately 73%) 
of respondents (see Figure 7) with large commercial publishers.  An average of 44% 
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of items have been published by a majority (approximately 70%) of respondents with 
international disciplinary societies. 
 
An average of 24% of items have been published by nearly half (43%) of authors with 
Australian institutional publishers. An average of 26% of items have been published 
by almost half (53%) of authors with Australian disciplinary societies.  About 12% of 
respondents have published, on average, 38% of their items with other publishers, 
which were specified by the respondents as being magazines, newspapers, 
government publications, non-government organisation publications, conference 
proceedings, commercial/trade publishers and industry reports. 
 
Figure 7.  Participants Proportion of Publication in Different Media 
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63%; 2χ =9.59, p=0.002). The Table also shows that researchers in the Arts and 
Social Sciences area (53%) are more likely to publish with Australian institutional 
publishers than those in the Science and Technology area (53% versus 35%; 
2χ =15.5, p=0.000). 
 
Table 1.  Type of Publisher by Area of Research 
 
Research Area 
Publishers Science & Technology  
(n=289) 
Arts & Social Sciences 
(n=220) 
Large commercial publishers 72% 76% 
International disciplinary societies 75%** 63% 
Australian institutional publishers 35%    53%*** 
Australian disciplinary societies  53% 53% 
***p<.001, **p<.01, *p<.05 
 
Table 2 presents the proportions of authors who published with the listed publishers 
by number of years publishing. Chi-square tests were carried out to explore the 
differences in the type of publisher by number of years publishing. The Table shows 
that authors who have been publishing for more than 10 years are more likely than 
those who have been publishing for less than 10 years to publish with large 
commercial publishers (83% and 58% respectively; 2χ =37.3, p=0.000), international 
disciplinary societies (75% and 61% respectively; 2χ =9.91, p=0.002), Australian 
institutional publishers (47% and 35% respectively; 2χ =6.84, p=0.009), and 
Australian disciplinary societies (59% and 42% respectively; 2χ =14.12, p=0.000). 
 
Table 2.  Type of Publisher by Number of Years Publishing 
 
Years of Publishing 
Publishers less than 10 years 
(n=184) 
more than 10 years 
(n=321) 
Large commercial publishers 58% 83%*** 
International disciplinary societies 61% 75%** 
Australian institutional publishers 35% 47%** 
Australian disciplinary societies  42% 59%*** 
***p<.001, **p<.01, *p<.05 
 
Table 3 depicts the proportions of authors who published with the listed publishers by 
employing organisation. Chi-square tests were carried out to explore the differences 
in the main types of publisher by employing organisation. The Table shows that there 
were no significant differences found between university and non-university 
respondents in terms of who they publish with. 
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Table 3  Type of Publisher by Employing Organisation 
 
Employing Organisation 
Publishers University/Higher Education 
(n=453) 
Government/Industry 
(n=56) 
Large commercial publishers 74% 68% 
International disciplinary societies 71% 59% 
Australian institutional publishers 44% 36% 
Australian disciplinary societies  53% 54% 
***p<.001, **p<.01, *p<.05 
 
3.8 Relevant Factors Influencing Choice of Publication 
or Publisher 
 
Figure 8 presents the relative importance of a range of factors influencing the 
author’s choice of publication or publisher14. Overall, authors rated ‘high reputation of 
the publication’ and ‘quality of peer review’ as being the most relevant factor that 
influenced them (with 37% identifying high reputation as ‘extremely important’, 
mean=5.0715; and 20% identifying quality of peer review as ‘extremely important’, 
mean=4.74). Payment to author (66% stating ‘not important’), copy editing assistance 
(33% stating ‘not important’), and faculty or departmental preference (44% stating 
‘not important’) were not as relevant in choosing a publication or publisher (means of 
2.32, 2.96 and 2.97 respectively).   
                                               
14Scale: 1=Unsure (not included in the calculation of the mean); 2=Not Important; 3=Of Little Importance; 4=Fairly Important; 
5=Very Important; 6=Extremely Important. 
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Figure 8.  Relevant Factors Influencing Choice of Publication or Publisher 
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3.9 Factors Influencing Choice – Disciplinary Areas, 
Experience and Organisations 
 
Table 4 presents the mean responses regarding the relevance of factors influencing 
the choice of publication or publisher by area of research. Independent-samples t-
tests were carried out to explore differences in the relevance of these factors by 
research area. While the quality of peer review was equally important to both groups, 
‘High reputation of the publication’ was of greater relevance for authors whose 
research area is in Science and Technology than those in the Arts and Social 
Sciences areas (means 5.17 and 4.92 respectively; t=3.21, p=0.001). The Table 
shows that ‘Copy editing assistance’ (means 2.86 and 3.09 respectively; t=-2.8, 
p=0.005), ‘Item was commissioned’ (means 2.81 and 3.51 respectively; t=-5.72, 
p=0.000), or ‘Payment to author’ (means 2.24 and 2.42 respectively; t=-2.41, 
p=0.016) were factors that were less relevant for those in the Science and 
Technology area than those from Arts and Social Sciences. 
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Table 4.  Mean Level of Relevance16 of Factors Influencing Choice of Publication or 
Publisher by Area of Research 
 
Research Area 
Factors Science & Technology 
(n=289) 
Arts & Social Sciences 
(n=220) 
High reputation of the publication 5.17*** 4.92 
Circulation and marketing 3.94 3.77 
Quality of peer review 4.79 4.66 
Your desire for timely publication 4.49 4.53 
Publication’s ability to publish in a timely fashion 4.47 4.46 
Copy editing assistance 2.86 3.09** 
Comments or feedback from peer reviewers 4.24 4.25 
Faculty or Departmental preference 2.94 3.01 
Item was commissioned 2.81 3.51*** 
Payment to author (non-commissioned) 2.24 2.42* 
No fee payable by author 3.89 3.73 
Journal published conference proceedings 3.31 3.44 
Open Access Journal 3.17 3.13 
Supports deposit to institutional repository 3.09 3.19 
***p<.001, **p<.01, *p<.05 
 
Table 5 depicts mean responses regarding the relevance of factors influencing the 
choice of publication or publisher by the number of years publishing (less than 10 
years versus more than 10 years). Independent-samples t-tests were carried out to 
explore the differences in perceptions of the relevance of these factors by years of 
publishing. ‘Comments or feedback from peer reviewers’ (means 4.38 and 4.17 
respectively; t=2.23, p=0.026), ‘Faculty or Departmental preference’ (means 3.32 and 
2.77 respectively; t=4.94, p=0.000) or ‘Supports deposit to institutional repository’ 
(means 3.31 and 3.04 respectively; t=2.11, p=0.036) were of greater relevance for 
those who have been publishing for less than 10 years than for those who have been 
publishing for more than 10 years. The Table shows that ‘Item was commissioned’ 
was of greater relevance for those who have been publishing for more than 10 years 
than for those who have been publishing for less than 10 years (means 3.28 and 
2.86 respectively; t=3.44, p=0.001). 
                                               
16 Scale: 1=Unsure (not included in the calculation of the mean); 2=Not Important; 3=Of Little Importance; 4=Fairly Important; 
5=Very Important; 6=Extremely Important. 
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Table 5  Mean Level of Relevance of Factors Influencing Choice of Publication or Publisher 
by Number of Years Publishing 
 
Years of Publishing 
Factors less than 10 years 
(n=184) 
more than 10 years 
(n=321) 
High reputation of the publication 5.14 5.03 
Circulation and marketing 3.95 3.81 
Quality of peer review 4.82 4.69 
Your desire for timely publication 4.54 4.48 
Publication’s ability to publish in a timely fashion 4.45 4.47 
Copy editing assistance 3.03 2.92 
Comments or feedback from peer reviewers 4.38* 4.17 
Faculty or Departmental preference 3.32*** 2.77 
Item was commissioned 2.86 3.28*** 
Payment to author (non-commissioned) 2.33 2.32 
No fee payable by author 3.76 3.84 
Journal published conference proceedings 3.40 3.35 
Open Access Journal 3.25 3.09 
Supports deposit to institutional repository 3.31* 3.04 
***p<.001, **p<.01, *p<.05 
 
Table 6 depicts mean responses regarding the relevance of factors influencing the 
choice of publication or publisher by employing organisation. Independent-samples t-
tests were carried out to explore differences by employing organisation. The Table 
shows that there were no significant differences found between responses of 
participants from university versus non-university sectors regarding their perception 
of the factors that influenced their choice of publication or publisher. 
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Table 6.  Mean Level of Relevance of Factors Influencing Choice of Publication or Publisher 
by Employing Organisation 
 
Employing Organisation 
Factors University/Higher Education 
(n=453) 
Government/Industry 
(n=56) 
High reputation of the publication 5.08 4.96 
Circulation and marketing 3.88 3.75 
Quality of peer review 4.76 4.54 
Your desire for timely publication 4.49 4.65 
Publication’s ability to publish in a timely fashion 4.45 4.61 
Copy editing assistance 2.95 3.04 
Comments or feedback from peer reviewers 4.26 4.11 
Faculty or Departmental preference 2.99 2.82 
Item was commissioned 3.09 3.43 
Payment to author (non-commissioned) 2.29 2.60 
No fee payable by author 3.81 3.91 
Journal published conference proceedings 3.37 3.33 
Open Access Journal 3.13 3.29 
Supports deposit to institutional repository 3.13 3.16 
***p<.001, **p<.01, *p<.05 
 
3.10 Co-Authorship 
 
The majority of respondents (88%) stated that they have co-authored items within the 
previous five years, with on average, almost three-quarters (71%) of their 
publications being jointly authored (see Figure 9).  Co-authors tend to be employed 
by the same organisation as respondents (66%), employed in the same sector but in 
a different organisation (63%) and Australian residents (58%).  
 
Approximately 24% of respondents identified that their co-authors over the past five 
years have predominantly resided outside of Australia (12% stating that co-authors 
were predominantly from the United States, 11% stating that co-authors were 
predominantly from the United Kingdom and 9% specifying countries such as New 
Zealand, Asia or Europe). 
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Figure 9.  Co-Author Affiliation 
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3.11 Grant Funded Research 
 
Almost 59% (n=299) of respondents said that their research was assisted by the 
Australian Government or other grants, and of these projects, 55% (n=164) were 
funded by the Australian Research Council (ARC), 17% funded by the National 
Health & Medical Research Council (NHMRC) and 28% (n=183) were funded by 
other means such as internal university grants, Cooperative Research Centre grants 
or government/industry funds.  
 
Those who are in the Science and Technology areas were more likely to have their 
research assisted by a grant than those from the Arts and Social Sciences area (69% 
versus 46%; 2χ =29.4, p=0.000). Authors who have been publishing for more than 10 
years (65%) were more likely to have their research assisted by grants than those 
who have been publishing for less than 10 years (65% versus 47%; 2χ =16.1, 
p=0.000).  
 
Approximately one-quarter of respondents whose research was assisted through 
grants (n=75) stated that conditions were attached to the grant regarding 
dissemination of the research outputs such as publishing the results, 
acknowledgement of the funding body, or the depositing of publications in Open 
Access repositories. 
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3.12 Comments 
 
Sixty-seven survey participants commented on the types of conditions on 
dissemination that attach to grant funded research. The main themes were requiring 
permission to publish, obligations to publish in peer-reviewed journals, repositories or 
on publically-available websites: 
 
Comments: Conditions attached to grants regarding dissemination of research outputs 
 
 “Must seek permission in writing to disseminate results in any manner (articles, conferences etc) for 
12 months after acceptance of final reports on research projects”  
 
“Final Report required with report often placed on publicly available web site” 
 
 “Copyright retained by funder, with perpetual licence to publish, with permission” 
  
“To publish the findings in a peer reviewed journal” 
 
“Encouragement to deposit items in open-access repositories”  
 
“Deposit of research materials to AIATSIS” 
 
“Funder to be acknowledged in publications. CRC require prior approval of publications” 
 
“The ARC require data to be made widely available and requires that your research be published” 
 
“NIH have requirements for open access” 
 
See Appendix C for further comments about conditions regarding the dissemination of research 
outputs attaching to grants.  
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4. Copyright Arrangements and  
 Authorship Rights 
 
4.1 Assignments and Non-Exclusive Licences 
 
Approximately two-thirds (63%) of respondents stated that they are more likely to 
assign their copyright to the publisher, 13% are more likely to licence their copyright 
and 24% were unsure about their specific copyright arrangements. Of those that 
licensed copyright to the publisher, approximately half (46%) stated that they used a 
non-exclusive licence, approximately 30% stated that they used an exclusive licence, 
with the remainder ‘unsure’.  When entering into a copyright licence or a copyright 
assignment with publishers, the majority of respondents indicated that they generally 
evidence this in writing (83%). 
 
Respondents were asked to state their preference regarding the assigning of 
copyright to publishers versus the licensing of copyright to publishers (see Figure 
10). Over half (54%) of respondents stated that they do not have a preference 
regarding assigning or licensing copyright to publishers, 32% specified that their 
preference is to licence copyright and 8% specified that their preference is to assign 
copyright (6% of respondents did not respond to the question). 
 
Figure 10.  Preference Regarding Assigning or Licensing Copyright  
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4.2 Publishing Agreement Conditions 
 
Participants were asked what rights they retain when they enter into a publishing 
agreement.  Specifically, questions were asked regarding how the agreements dealt 
with the depositing of items into a repository, and the distribution and reproduction of 
copies of items.  Figures 11 to 15 present the results for this series of questions.   
 
About one-quarter (27%) of respondents stated that they have been allowed to deal 
with the item in any manner they chose in both their most recent and previous 
publishing agreements (see Figure 11).  
 
Figure 11.  Deal With the Item in Any Manner You Choose 
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Figures 12 and 13 show that over half of respondents were unsure for both their most 
recent and previous publishing agreements (a) whether they were allowed to deposit a 
pre-print, post-print or publisher version of an item in an institutional or other repository 
or (b) make copies of an item freely available online. 
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Figure 12.  Deposit a Copy in a Repository 
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Figure 13.  Make Copy Freely Available Online (Including Personal Website) 
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Approximately 40% of respondents indicated that they have been allowed to make or 
distribute copies for the purposes of teaching or research for both their most recent 
and previous publishing agreements (see Figure 14). 
 
Figure 14.  Distribution of Copies for the Purposes of Teaching and Research 
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Figure 15 illustrates that between 13% to 16% of participants have been allowed to 
reproduce the item as a revised part of another item or in a collection of their own 
writings for both their most recent and previous publishing agreements while over 
half (55% to 54%) of the sample were unsure of the conditions associated with the 
reproduction of items. 
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Figure 15.  Reproduction of the Item 
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4.3 Author Rights 
 
Figure 16 depicts the relevance of a range of rights for authors to retain when 
entering into publishing agreements. Respondents indicated that making or 
distributing copies for the purposes of research (50% stating that this is ‘extremely 
important’; mean=4.28) or teaching (44% stating that this is ‘extremely important’; 
mean=4.07), and to reproduce the item in a collection of their own writings (32% 
stating that this is ‘extremely important’; mean=3.80) were the most important rights 
to retain. Depositing a pre-print copy of the item in an institutional or other repository 
(mean=3.09), make a pre-print copy (mean=3.19) or publisher’s version (mean=3.20) 
of the item freely available online were perceived as the least important rights to 
retain.  
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Figure 16.  Relevant Rights for Authors to Retain 
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4.4 Relevance of Author Rights – Disciplinary Areas, 
Experience and Organisations 
 
T-tests were carried out to explore the differences between those in Science and 
Technology areas and those in Arts and Social Science areas in mean responses to 
the relevance of these authorship rights (see Table 7). The table shows that it was of 
greater relevance for respondents whose research area is in the Arts and Social 
Sciences than for those in the Science and Technology area to retain copyright in the 
item (means 3.63 and 3.34 respectively; t=2.92, p=0.004), to make or distribute 
copies for the purpose of teaching (means 4.20 and 3.98 respectively; t=2.42, 
p=0.016) and to reproduce the original as a revised item or part of another item 
(means 3.61 and 3.33 respectively; t=2.69, p=0.007). It was of greater relevance for 
those in the Science and Technology fields than for those in the Arts and Social 
Sciences to reproduce the item in the author’s thesis (means 3.56 and 3.15 
respectively; t=2.9, p=0.004). 
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Table 7.  Mean Level of Relevance17 of Rights for Authors to Retain by Research Area 
Organisation 
 
Research Area 
Rights Science & Technology 
(n=289) 
Arts & Social Sciences 
(n=220) 
Deal with the Item in any manner 3.53 3.69 
Ability to retain copyright in the Item 3.34 3.63** 
Deposit a pre-print copy of the Item in an institutional 
or other repository 3.07 3.12 
Make a pre-print copy of the Item freely available 
online 3.20 3.19 
Deposit a post-print copy of the Item in an institutional 
or other repository 3.29 3.34 
Make a post-print copy of the Item freely available 
online  3.45 3.25 
Deposit a publisher’s version of the Item in an 
institutional or other repository 3.26 3.39 
Make the publisher’s version of the Item freely 
available online 3.29 3.08 
Make or distribute copies for the purpose of teaching 3.98 4.20* 
Make or distribute copies for the purposes of research 4.34 4.20 
Reproduce the original as a revised Item or part of 
another Item 3.33 3.61** 
Reproduce the Item in a collection of author’s writings 3.76 3.86 
Reproduce the Item in author’s thesis 3.56** 3.15 
***p<.001, **p<.01, *p<.05 
 
Table 8 demonstrates that it is of greater relevance for those who have been 
publishing for less than 10 years to ‘deal with the Item in any manner they choose’ 
than for those who have been publishing for more than 10 years (means 3.77 and 
3.50 respectively; t=3.12, p=0.002), to have the ‘ability to retain copyright in the Item’ 
(means 3.64 and 3.37 respectively; t=2.71, p=0.007), to ‘deposit a pre-print copy of 
the Item in an institutional or other repository’ (means 3.25 and 3.00 respectively; 
t=2.15, p=0.032), to ‘reproduce the original as a revised Item or part of another Item’ 
(means 3.60 and 3.36 respectively; t=2.19, p=0.029), and to ‘reproduce the Item in 
author’s thesis’ (means 3.89 and 3.10 respectively; t=5.72, p=0.000). 
                                               
17 Scale: 1=Not Important; 2=Of Little Importance; 3=Fairly Important; 4=Very Important; 5=Extremely Important. 
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Table 8.  Mean Level of Relevance of Rights for Authors to Retain by Number of Years 
Publishing 
 
Years of Publishing 
Rights less than 10 years 
(n=184) 
more than 10 years 
(n=321) 
Deal with the Item in any manner 3.77** 3.50 
Ability to retain copyright in the Item 3.64** 3.37 
Deposit a pre-print copy of the Item in an institutional or other 
repository 3.25* 3.00 
Make a pre-print copy of the Item freely available online 3.28 3.14 
Deposit a post-print copy of the Item in an institutional or other 
repository 3.42 3.26 
Make a post-print copy of the Item freely available online  3.49 3.29 
Deposit a publisher’s version of the Item in an institutional or 
other repository 3.35 3.30 
Make the publisher’s version of the Item freely available online 3.33 3.13 
Make or distribute copies for the purpose of teaching 4.18 4.02 
Make or distribute copies for the purposes of research 4.36 4.23 
Reproduce the original as a revised Item or part of another 
Item 3.60* 3.36 
Reproduce the Item in a collection of author’s writings 3.84 3.78 
Reproduce the Item in author’s thesis 3.89*** 3.10 
***p<.001, **p<.01, *p<.05 
 
Table 9 illustrates that it is of greater relevance for those employed by government, 
industry or other research bodies than those from the university or higher education 
to deal with the item in any manner they choose (means 3.87 and 3.57 respectively; 
t=2.21, p=0.027). The Table shows that it is of greater relevance for those from 
university than from non-university to make a pre-print copy of the item freely 
available online (means 3.23 and 2.86 respectively; t=2.11, p=0.036). 
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Table 9.  Mean Level of Relevance of Rights for Authors to Retain by Employing Organisation 
 
Employing Organisation 
Rights University/Higher Education 
(n=453) 
Government/Industry 
(n=56) 
Deal with the Item in any manner 3.57 3.87* 
Ability to retain copyright in the Item 3.43 3.71 
Deposit a pre-print copy of the Item in an 
institutional or other repository 3.13 2.80 
Make a pre-print copy of the Item freely available 
online 3.23* 2.86 
Deposit a post-print copy of the Item in an 
institutional or other repository 3.33 3.18 
Make a post-print copy of the Item freely 
available online  3.37 3.32 
Deposit a publisher’s version of the Item in an 
institutional or other repository 3.32 3.27 
Make the publisher’s version of the Item freely 
available online 3.18 3.36 
Make or distribute copies for the purpose of 
teaching 4.07 4.11 
Make or distribute copies for the purposes of 
research 4.27 4.31 
Reproduce the original as a revised Item or part 
of another Item 3.43 3.61 
Reproduce the Item in a collection of author’s 
writings 3.79 3.91 
Reproduce the Item in author’s thesis 3.36 3.55 
***p<.001, **p<.01, *p<.05 
 
4.5 Publishing Decisions 
 
An overwhelming majority of respondents (87%) indicated that they have never 
decided against publishing due to a publisher wanting them to assign or exclusively 
licence copyright to them. Approximately 7% of the sample stated that they had 
decided not to publish an item due to reviewing the agreement prior to submission 
(and only 2% stating that they decided not to proceed after receiving the agreement).  
 
4.6 Publishing Agreements 
 
Figure 17 depicts the proportion of participants who responded ‘yes’ to a series of 
questions regarding previous publishing agreements that they have entered into. 
Approximately three-quarters of respondents examine publishing agreements prior to 
signing (76%) and adhere to the copyright terms of the publication agreements 
(71%). Approximately half of the sample indicated that the need to publish for the 
purpose of promotion outweighs the need to negotiate amendments (58%).  
 
Almost one-in-two respondents (49%) have not understood that terms of a publishing 
agreement but signed the agreement anyway. Over half of the sample stated that it 
was too much trouble to negotiate agreements (53%) although 26% stated that they 
had thought about negotiating amendments.  
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Importantly, almost two-thirds (62%) of respondents stated that they are unaware of 
the fact that amendments to a publishing agreement may be negotiated. 
 
Of the 87 respondents (17%) who stated that they had amended a publication 
agreement by deleting clauses or attaching an author addendum, 91% of them said 
that the publishers were prepared to accept the amendments and amend the 
publishing agreements. 
 
Figure 17.  Publishing Agreements 
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4.7 Comments 
 
Three survey participants made comments about their experiences with publishing 
agreements: 
 
Comments: Experiences with publishing agreements 
 
“I have no problems dealing with established, peer-reviewed journals. Nor do I have problems, by and 
large, when publishing books and chapters to books. The one thing that I have wanted is the freedom 
to re-use my own material in other publications. So, with chapters to books, I add an addendum that I 
do not absurdly have to write to a publisher for permission to use my own goddamn material”  
 
“When I amended a publisher's contract, I think they didn't notice and went ahead and published 
anyway. I wonder if this means that the agreement was as I amended it?” 
 
“Never read the agreement. Just sign and sent it off”  
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4.8 Publishing Agreements – Disciplinary Areas, 
Experience and Organisations 
 
Chi-square tests were carried out to examine potential differences by disciplinary 
area. Table 10 illustrates that it is of greater likelihood for those respondents in the 
Arts and Social Sciences areas than for those in the Science and Technology areas 
to examine publishing agreements before signing them (83% and 71% 
respectively; 2χ =9.14, p=0.003), to have told a publisher of dissatisfaction with the 
terms of their standard publishing agreement (31% and 12% respectively; 2χ =28.56, 
p=0.000), to think about negotiating amendments (41% and 15% 
respectively; 2χ =43.88, p=0.000), to amend a publication agreement (28% and 9% 
respectively; 2χ =30.8, p=0.000), and to be aware that amendments to a publishing 
agreement may be negotiated (56% and 23% respectively; 2χ =57.06, p=0.000). The 
Table shows that it is of greater likelihood for those in the Science and Technology 
area than for those in the Arts and Social Sciences area to have not understood the 
terms of a publishing agreement but to have signed it anyway (54% and 44% 
respectively; 2χ =4.85, p=0.028), to have signed a publishing agreement without 
examining it beforehand (41% and 27% respectively; 2χ =10.97, p=0.001), and to 
think that it was too much trouble to negotiate (66% and 49% respectively; 2χ =14.21, 
p=0.000). 
 
Table 10.  Publishing Agreements by Research Area 
 
Research Area 
Publishing Agreements Science & Technology 
(n=289) 
 
Arts & Social Sciences 
(n=220) 
 
Examined publishing agreements before signing them 71% 83%** 
Signed a publishing agreement without examining it 
beforehand 41% 27%*** 
Did not understand the terms of a publishing agreement 
but signed it anyway 54%* 44% 
Adhere to the copyright terms of publication agreements 72% 75% 
Told a publisher of dissatisfaction with the terms of their 
standard publishing agreement 12%*** 31% 
Aware that amendments to a publishing agreement may 
be negotiated  23% 56%*** 
Thought about negotiating amendments 15%*** 41% 
Too much trouble to negotiate 66%*** 49% 
Need to publish for promotion purposes outweigh the 
need to negotiate amendments 64% 56% 
Amended a publication agreement 9%*** 28% 
***p<.001, **p<.01, *p<.05 
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Chi-square tests were carried out to examine differences by publishing experience.  
Table 11 illustrates that authors who have been publishing for less than 10 years 
were less likely than those publishing for more than 10 years to tell a publisher of 
dissatisfaction with the terms of their standard publishing agreement (12% and 25% 
respectively; 2χ =13.52, p=0.000), to be aware that amendments to a publishing 
agreement may be negotiated (26% and 44% respectively; 2χ =15.98, p=0.000), and 
to amend a publication agreement (9% and 22% respectively; 2χ =12.98, p=0.000). 
The Table shows that authors who have been publishing for less than 10 years were 
more likely than those publishing for more than 10 years to say that the need to 
publish for promotion purposes outweighs the need to negotiate amendments (72% 
and 54% respectively; 2χ =14.62, p=0.000). 
 
Table 11.  Publishing Agreements by Number of Years Publishing 
 
Years of Publishing 
Publishing Agreements less than 10 years 
(n=184) 
more than 10 years 
(n=321) 
Examined publishing agreements before signing them 71% 79% 
Signed a publishing agreement without examining it beforehand 38% 33% 
Did not understand the terms of a publishing agreement but 
signed it anyway 54% 46% 
Adhere to the copyright terms of publication agreements 75% 73% 
Told a publisher of dissatisfaction with the terms of their standard 
publishing agreement 12%*** 25% 
Aware that amendments to a publishing agreement may be 
negotiated  26%*** 44% 
Thought about negotiating amendments 22% 29% 
Too much trouble to negotiate 58% 58% 
Need to publish for promotion purposes outweigh the need to 
negotiate amendments 72%*** 54% 
Amended a publication agreement 9%*** 22% 
***p<.001, **p<.01, *p<.05 
 
Table 12 illustrates that respondents from government, industry or other research 
bodies (27%) are more likely to amend a publication agreement ( 2χ =4.23, p=0.04) 
then those respondents from university or higher education. 
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Table 12.  Publishing Agreements by Employing Organisation 
 
Employing Organisation 
Publishing Agreements University/Higher Education 
(n=453) 
Government/Industry 
(n=56) 
Examined publishing agreements before signing 
them 76% 79% 
Signed a publishing agreement without examining 
it beforehand 35% 32% 
Understood the terms of a publishing agreement 50% 55% 
Adhere to the copyright terms of publication 
agreements 73% 76% 
Told a publisher of dissatisfaction with the terms of 
their standard publishing agreement 19% 27% 
Aware that amendments to a publishing 
agreement may be negotiated  38% 36% 
Did not think about negotiating amendments 75% 66% 
Too much trouble to negotiate 57% 68% 
Need to publish for promotion purposes outweigh 
the need to negotiate amendments 61% 61% 
Amended a publication agreement 16%* 27% 
***p<.001, **p<.01, *p<.05 
 
4.9 Strategies to Assist in the Management of 
Copyright of Items 
 
Figure 18 illustrates author’s views on strategies for managing copyright in their 
items.  The most useful strategies identified by respondents were: ‘good quality 
access to and support from institutional copyright or research office’ (37% stating that 
this would be ‘extremely useful’; mean=3.95) and ‘template clauses which can be 
used by authors and publishers in conjunction with standard publishing agreements 
to promote Open Access principles’ (34% stating that this would be ‘extremely 
useful’; mean=3.89).  
 
31% of respondents also thought that ‘template publishing agreements’ and template 
author addenda’ would be ‘extremely useful’.  
 
Respondents thought that a ‘copyright toolkit’ and an ‘online advocacy centre to 
assist with queries regarding publishing agreements and Open Access principles’ 
were of lower priority (However, 27% of respondents identified each of these 
strategies as being ‘extremely useful’). 
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Figure 18.  Relative Strategies to Assist in the Management of Copyright of Items 
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4.10 Usefulness of Strategies – Disciplinary Areas, 
Experience and Organisations 
 
There were no significant differences found in responses by disciplinary area (see 
Table 13). 
 
Table 13.  Mean Level of Usefulness18 of Strategies to Assist in the Management of 
Copyright of Items by Research Area 
 
Research Area 
Tools Science & Technology 
(n=289) 
Arts & Social Sciences 
(n=220) 
Copyright toolkit with guides on depositing Items into 
institutional and other repositories 3.67 3.76 
Template publishing agreements which promote Open 
Access principles 3.79 3.82 
Template clauses which can be used by authors and 
publishers in conjunction with standard publishing 
agreements to promote open access principles 
3.86 3.94 
Template author addenda which allow you to deposit 
into a repository and which promote other Open Access 
principles 
3.77 3.85 
Online advocacy centre to assist with queries regarding 
publishing agreements and Open Access principles 3.49 3.58 
Good quality access to and support from institutional 
copyright or research office 3.91 4.00 
***p<.001, **p<.01, *p<.05 
 
Independent-samples t-tests were carried out to examine differences by publishing 
experience.  All of the strategies (see Table 14) for assisting authors to better 
manage the copyright of their items are viewed as more useful for those who have 
been publishing for less than 10 years than for those who have been publishing for 
more than 10 years: copyright toolkit (means 3.93 and 3.59 respectively; t=3.37, 
p=0.001); template publishing agreements (means 4.08 and 3.64 respectively; 
t=4.63, p=0.000); template clauses (means 4.15 and 3.76 respectively; t=4.13, 
p=0.000); template author addenda (means 4.02 and 3.69 respectively; t=3.49, 
p=0.001); online advocacy centre (means 3.86 and 3.35 respectively; t=4.81, 
p=0.000); and access to and support from institutional copyright or research office 
(means 4.24 and 3.78 respectively; t=5.02, p=0.000). 
                                               
18 Scale: 1=Of No Use; 2=Of Limited Use; 3=Of Moderate Use; 4=Very Useful; 5=Extremely Useful. 
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Table 14.  Mean Level of Usefulness of Strategies to Better Manage Copyright of Items by 
Number of Years Publishing 
 
Years of Publishing 
Tools less than 10 years 
(n=184) 
more than 10 years 
(n=321) 
Copyright toolkit with guides on depositing Items into institutional 
and other repositories 3.93*** 3.59 
Template publishing agreements which promote Open Access 
principles 4.08*** 3.64 
Template clauses which can be used by authors and publishers 
in conjunction with standard publishing agreements to promote 
Open Access principles 
4.15*** 3.76 
Template author addenda which allow you to deposit into a 
repository and which promote other Open Access principles 4.02*** 3.69 
Online advocacy centre to assist with queries regarding 
publishing agreements and Open Access principles 3.86*** 3.35 
Good quality access to and support from institutional copyright or 
research office 4.24*** 3.78 
***p<.001, **p<.01, *p<.05 
 
There were no significant differences found between the opinions of those from the 
university sector versus government, industry or other research bodies (see Table 
15). 
 
Table 15.  Mean Level of Usefulness of Strategies to Better Manage Copyright of Items by 
Employing Organisation 
 
Employing Organisation 
Tools University/Higher Education 
(n=453) 
Government/Industry 
(n=56) 
Copyright toolkit with guides on depositing Items 
into institutional and other repositories 3.72 3.55 
Template publishing agreements which promote 
Open Access principles 3.82 3.66 
Template clauses which can be used by authors 
and publishers in conjunction with standard 
publishing agreements to promote Open Access 
principles 
3.91 3.72 
Template author addenda which allow you to 
deposit into a repository and which promote other 
Open Access principles 
3.82 3.67 
Online advocacy centre to assist with queries 
regarding publishing agreements and Open 
Access principles 
3.52 3.60 
Good quality access to and support from 
institutional copyright or research office 3.96 3.89 
***p<.001, **p<.01, *p<.05 
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5. Assignments and Non-Exclusive Licences 
 
5.1 Use of Online Repositories 
 
Figure 19 illustrates that the majority of respondents (93%) are in favour of 
academics granting institutions a limited non-exclusive license to place items in a 
non-commercial, publicly accessible, online institutional repository.  
 
Approximately half of the sample (53%) indicated that their university or institution 
promotes or facilitates Open Access. Almost half (45%) have deposited an item in an 
institutional or other repository to make it freely available online. Less than one-in-
four participants (22%) indicated that their institutional repository gives up-to-date 
information on how many times the item has been viewed or downloaded. 
 
Figure 19.  Use of Online Repositories 
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5.2 Use of Online Repositories – Disciplinary Areas, 
Experience and Organisations 
 
Chi-square tests were carried out to examine differences by disciplinary area. Table 
16 illustrates that it is of greater relevance for those in the Arts and Social Sciences 
area (64%) than for those in Science and Technology areas (52%) that their 
university or institution promotes or facilitates Open Access ( 2χ =6.43, p=0.011), to 
be active in searching for items within institutional repositories (49% and 39% 
respectively; 2χ =5.13, p=0.023), to direct students to use their institutional repository 
or repositories of another institution (47% and 37% respectively; 2χ =5.21, p=0.022) 
and that their institutional repository gives up to date information on how many times 
the item has been viewed or downloaded (36% and 15% respectively; 2χ =25.01, 
p=0.000).  
 
Table 16.  Use of Online Repositories by Research Area 
 
Research Area 
Online Repositories Science & Technology 
(n=289) 
% ‘Yes’ 
Arts & Social Sciences 
(n=220) 
% ‘Yes’ 
Actively search for Items within institutional repositories 39%* 49% 
Direct students to use their institutional repository or 
repositories of another institution 37%* 47% 
Deposited an Item in an institutional or other repository 
to make it freely available online 42% 50% 
University or institution promote or facilitate Open 
Access 52% 64%* 
In favour of academics granting institutions a limited 
non-exclusive license to place Items in a non-
commercial, publicly accessible, on-line institutional 
repository 
95% 94% 
Institutional repository gives up to date information on 
how many times the Item has been viewed or 
downloaded 
15%*** 36% 
***p<.001, **p<.01, *p<.05 
 
Table 17 illustrates that those publishing for more than 10 years (40%) were less 
likely than those who have been publishing for less than 10 years (49%) to be active 
in searching for items within institutional repositories ( 2χ =4.05, p=0.044). 
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Table 17.  Use of Online Repositories by Number of Years Publishing 
 
Years of Publishing 
Online Repositories less than 10 years 
(n=184) 
% ‘Yes’ 
more than 10 years 
(n=321) 
% ‘Yes’ 
Actively search for Items within institutional repositories 49% 40%* 
Direct students to use their institutional repository or repositories 
of another institution 46% 39% 
Deposited an Item in an institutional or other repository to make it 
freely available online 44% 47% 
University or institution promote or facilitate Open Access 59% 57% 
In favour of academics granting institutions a limited non-
exclusive license to place Items in a non-commercial, publicly 
accessible, on-line institutional repository 
96% 95% 
Institutional repository gives up to date information on how many 
times the Item has been viewed or downloaded 28% 22% 
***p<.001, **p<.01, *p<.05 
 
Table 18 illustrates that it is less relevant for respondents from government, industry 
or other research bodies (33%) than for those from the university or higher education 
sector (47%) to have deposited an item in an institutional or other repository to make 
it freely available online ( 2χ =4.08, p=0.043). 
 
Table 18.  Use of Online Repositories by Employing Organisation 
 
Employing Organisation 
Online Repositories University/Higher Education 
(n=453) 
% ‘Yes’ 
Government/Industry 
(n=56) 
% ‘Yes’ 
Actively search Items within institutional 
repositories 43% 40% 
Direct students to use their institutional repository 
or repositories of another institution 42% 33% 
Deposited an Item in an institutional or other 
repository to make it freely available online 47% 33%* 
University or institution promote or facilitate Open 
Access 58% 57% 
In favour of academics granting institutions a 
limited non-exclusive license to place Items in a 
non-commercial, publicly accessible, on-line 
institutional repository 
95% 96% 
Institutional repository gives up to date information 
on how many times the Item has been viewed or 
downloaded 
26% 13% 
***p<.001, **p<.01, *p<.05 
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5.3 Elements of Open Access 
 
Figure 20 depicts respondents’ views regarding the relevance of certain elements of 
Open Access. 
 
The most relevant elements identified by respondents were that it results in a wide 
dissemination of knowledge (63% stating that this is ‘extremely important’; 
mean=4.53) and that it encourages scientific, social and cultural advancement (60% 
stating that this is ‘extremely important’; mean=4.43). 
 
Over half of respondents stated that broader access to the results of publically 
funded research, the distribution of information freely and without cost and the 
making of information available for re-use were ‘extremely important’. 
 
Respondents thought that allowing a better understanding of how many people 
access their item and establishing institutional or other repositories were of lower 
priority (Although 58% thought that allowing a better understanding of how many 
people access their item was ‘very’ to ‘extremely important’ and 65% thought that 
establishing institutional or other repositories was ‘very’ to ‘extremely important’). 
 
Figure 20.  Relative Importance of Elements of Open Access 
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5.4 Elements of Open Access – Disciplinary Areas, 
Experience and Organisations 
 
Independent-samples t-tests were carried out to examine differences by disciplinary 
area, publishing experience and organisation type. Table 19 illustrates that the 
following elements were of greater relevance for those whose research is in the Arts 
and Social Sciences areas than for those whose research is in the Science and 
Technology areas: the establishing of institutional or other repositories (means 3.98 
and 3.69 respectively; t=3.29, p=0.001) and allowing better understanding of how 
many people access the item (means 3.86 and 3.49 respectively; t=3.68, p=0.000). 
 
Table 19.  Mean Level of Relevance19 of Elements of Open Access by Research Area 
 
Research Area 
Elements of Open Access Science & Technology 
(n=289) 
Mean 
Arts & Social Sciences 
(n=220) 
Mean 
Establishing institutional or other repositories 3.69 3.98*** 
Wide dissemination of knowledge 4.54 4.52 
Distribution of information freely and without cost 4.30 4.27 
Broader access to the results of publicly funded 
research 4.44 4.37 
Encouragement of scientific, social and cultural 
advancement 4.44 4.43 
Making information available for reuse 4.33 4.26 
Making information available under Open Content 
Licences 3.66 3.80 
Allows better understanding of how many people 
access the Item 3.49 3.86*** 
***p<.001, **p<.01, *p<.05 
 
The following elements of Open Access in Table 20 were of greater relevance for 
those who have been publishing for less than 10 years than those who have been 
publishing for more than 10 years (see Table 20): wide dissemination of knowledge 
(means 4.64 and 4.48 respectively; t=2.64, p=0.009); distribution of information freely 
and without cost (means 4.40 and 4.23 respectively; t=2.03, p=0.043); broader 
access to the results of publicly funded research (means 4.53 and 4.35 respectively; 
t=2.66, p=0.008); encouragement of scientific, social and cultural advancement 
(means 4.56 and 4.37 respectively; t=2.75, p=0.006); making information available 
for reuse (means 4.43 and 4.23 respectively; t=2.57, p=0.011) making information 
available under open content licences (means 3.86 and 3.64 respectively; t=2.02, 
p=0.044); and allowing a better understanding of how many people access the item 
(means 3.80 and 3.57 respectively; t=2.3, p=0.022). 
                                               
19 Scale: 1=Not Important; 2=Of Little Importance; 3=Fairly Important; 4=Very Important; 5=Extremely Important. 
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Table 20.  Mean Level of Relevance of Elements of Open Access by Number of Years 
Publishing 
 
Years of Publishing 
Elements of Open Access Less than 10 years 
(n=184) 
Mean 
More than 10 years 
(n=321) 
Mean 
Establishing institutional or other repositories 3.93 3.76 
Wide dissemination of knowledge 4.64** 4.48 
Distribution of information freely and without cost 4.40* 4.23 
Broader access to the results of publicly funded research 4.53** 4.35 
Encouragement of scientific, social and cultural advancement 4.56** 4.37 
Making information available for reuse 4.43* 4.23 
Making information available under Open Content Licences 3.86* 3.64 
Allows better understanding of how many people access the Item 3.80* 3.57 
***p<.001, **p<.01, *p<.05 
 
Table 21 illustrates that establishing institutional or other repositories (t=2.2, p=0.029) 
was of greater relevance for those from the university sector (mean=3.85) than for 
those from non-university areas (mean=3.54). 
 
Table 21.  Mean Level of Relevance of Elements of Open Access by Employing Organisation 
 
Employing Organisation 
Elements of Open Access University/Higher Education 
(n=453) 
Mean 
Government/Industry 
(n=56) 
Mean 
Establishing institutional or other repositories 3.85* 3.54 
Wide dissemination of knowledge 4.54 4.46 
Distribution of information freely and without cost 4.28 4.36 
Broader access to the results of publicly funded 
research 4.42 4.38 
Encouragement of scientific, social and cultural 
advancement 4.44 4.38 
Making information available for reuse 4.29 4.36 
Making information available under Open Content 
Licences 3.73 3.70 
Allows better understanding of how many people 
access the Item 3.66 3.57 
***p<.001, **p<.01, *p<.05 
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5.5 Benefits of Open Access 
 
Figure 21 presents respondents’ agreement with a range of statements regarding the 
benefits of Open Access.  
 
The benefits that were of greatest relevance for respondents were: increased 
accessibility to research outputs (61% strongly agreeing; mean=4.48), easier access 
to material within specialized research field(s) (56% strongly agreeing; mean=4.39), 
and improved dissemination through broader circulation of research outputs (52% 
strongly agreeing; mean=4.37). 
 
The benefits that attracted the lowest levels of agreement were: enhanced funding 
opportunities (17% strongly or somewhat disagreeing and 49% neutral; mean=3.29) 
or enhanced career advancement (14% strongly or somewhat disagreeing and 46% 
neutral; mean=3.40) and that it enables new forms of research (11% strongly or 
somewhat disagreeing and 35% neutral; mean=3.64). 
 
Figure 21.  Benefits of Open Access 
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5.6 Benefits of Open Access – Disciplinary Areas, 
Experience and Organisations 
 
Independent-samples t-tests were carried out to examine differences by disciplinary 
area (see Table 22), publishing experience (see Table 23) and organisation type (see 
Table 24).  It is of greater relevance for participants whose research is in the Arts and 
Social Science area (mean=3.75) than for those in the Science and Technology area 
(mean=3.55) for Open Access to enable new forms of research (t=2.09, p=0.037). 
 
Table 22.  Benefits of Open Access by Research Area (Mean Level of Agreement20)  
 
Research Area 
Benefits of Open Access Science & Technology 
(n=289) 
Arts & Social Sciences 
(n=220) 
Improved research outcomes or impact 4.05 4.15 
Improved dissemination through broader circulation of 
research outputs 4.32 4.43 
Increased accessibility to research outputs 4.48 4.49 
Easier access to material within specialized research 
field(s) 4.36 4.42 
Increased research citation 3.94 4.07 
Timely access to current research outputs 4.28 4.33 
Enhanced career advancement 3.37 3.43 
Enhanced funding opportunities 3.26 3.32 
Enhanced reputation of researcher, funding agency 
and/or institution 3.57 3.73 
Enables new forms of research 3.55 3.75* 
Allows researchers to build on existing knowledge 4.12 4.19 
Encourages others to continuously add value to the 
Item 3.71 3.82 
Reducing duplicative research 3.69 3.60 
Allows others to circulate the Item 4.00 3.92 
Increased community engagement with research 3.78 3.87 
Reduced subscription fees 3.74 3.59 
Better archiving 3.75 3.83 
***p<.001, **p<.01, *p<.05 
 
It is of greater relevance for those who have been publishing for less than 10 years 
than those who have been publishing for more than 10 years that Open Access 
provided: easier access to material within specialized research field(s) (means 4.53 
and 4.33 respectively; t=2.78, p=0.006), increased research citation (means 4.13 and 
3.93 respectively; t=2.33, p=0.02), timely access to current research outputs (means 
                                               
20 Scale: 1=Strongly Disagree; 2=Somewhat Disagree; 3=Neutral; 4=Somewhat Agree; 5=Strongly Agree. 
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4.40 and 4.25 respectively; t=2.05, p=0.041), enhanced career advancement (means 
3.59 and 3.29 respectively; t=3.21, p=0.001), enhanced funding opportunities (means 
3.46 and 3.19 respectively; t=2.89, p=0.004), enhanced reputation of researcher, 
funding agency and/or institution (means 3.80 and 3.55 respectively; t=2.53, 
p=0.012), enables new forms of research (means 3.80 and 3.54 respectively; t=2.85, 
p=0.005), allows researchers to build on existing knowledge (means 4.31 and 4.06 
respectively; t=3.09, p=0.002), encourages others to continuously add value to the 
item (means 3.90 and 3.69 respectively; t=2.23, p=0.027), reduced duplicative 
research (means 3.83 and 3.55 respectively; t=2.86, p=0.004), allows others to 
circulate the item (means 4.15 and 3.86 respectively; t=3.55, p=0.000), increased 
community engagement with research (means 3.98 and 3.73 respectively; t=2.92, 
p=0.004), and reduced subscription fees (means 3.81 and 3.60 respectively; t=2.22, 
p=0.027). 
 
Table 23.  Benefits of Open Access by Number of Years Publishing (Mean Level of 
Agreement) 
 
Years of Publishing 
Benefits of Open Access Less than 10 years 
(n=184) 
Mean 
More than 10 years 
(n=321) 
Mean 
Improved research outcomes or impact 4.17 4.06 
Improved dissemination through broader circulation of research 
outputs 4.43 4.35 
Increased accessibility to research outputs 4.56 4.45 
Easier access to material within specialized research field(s) 4.53** 4.33 
Increased research citation 4.13* 3.93 
Timely access to current research outputs 4.40* 4.25 
Enhanced career advancement 3.59*** 3.29 
Enhanced funding opportunities 3.46** 3.19 
Enhanced reputation of researcher, funding agency and/or 
institution 3.80* 3.55 
Enables new forms of research 3.80** 3.54 
Allows researchers to build on existing knowledge 4.31** 4.06 
Encourages others to continuously add value to the Item 3.90* 3.69 
Reducing duplicative research 3.83** 3.55 
Allows others to circulate the Item 4.15*** 3.86 
Increased community engagement with research 3.98** 3.73 
Reduced subscription fees 3.81* 3.60 
Better archiving 3.82 3.77 
***p<.001, **p<.01, *p<.05 
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It is of greater relevance for those participants from the government, industry or other 
research bodies (mean=3.91) than those from the university or higher education 
sector (mean=3.60) for Open Access to enable new forms of research (t=2.27, 
p=0.026). 
 
Table 24.  Benefits of Open Access by Employing Organisation (Mean Level of Agreement) 
 
Employing Organisation 
Benefits of Open Access University/Higher Education 
(n=453) 
Mean 
Government/Industry 
(n=56) 
Mean 
Improved research outcomes or impact 4.11 3.94 
Improved dissemination through broader 
circulation of research outputs 4.37 4.37 
Increased accessibility to research outputs 4.48 4.51 
Easier access to material within specialized 
research field(s) 4.39 4.35 
Increased research citation 4.00 3.95 
Timely access to current research outputs 4.29 4.35 
Enhanced career advancement 3.38 3.53 
Enhanced funding opportunities 3.26 3.50 
Enhanced reputation of researcher, funding 
agency and/or institution 3.64 3.65 
Enables new forms of research 3.60 3.91* 
Allows researchers to build on existing knowledge 4.14 4.22 
Encourages others to continuously add value to 
the Item 3.74 3.91 
Reducing duplicative research 3.63 3.78 
Allows others to circulate the Item 3.96 3.96 
Increased community engagement with research 3.80 3.93 
Reduced subscription fees 3.66 3.81 
Better archiving 3.78 3.83 
***p<.001, **p<.01, *p<.05 
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5.7 Comments 
 
Twenty survey participants made comment on their support for Open Access, Open 
Access Journals and depositing into repositories: 
 
Comments: Supporting principles of Open Access, Open Access Journals and/or depositing 
items into repositories 
 
“All knowledge should be shared” 
 
“All rights available under at least Creative Commons Attribution; Non-Commercial; No-Derivatives, or 
even more liberal Creative Commons if possible” 
 
“I am a strong supporter of open access publication and believe this is the way of the future. It ensures 
that research is published and [sic] an open and accountable way (e.g. Biomedcentral) and that 
reviewers are not anonymous which allows for the potential for research to be knocked back because 
of editor/reviewer bias, which can be a problem in particular disciplines” 
 
“The principal repository I use is the Los Alamos Preprint archive http://arxiv.org/ . I see no point in 
putting preprints into my institutional archive as no-one would think to look for them there. However, I 
do put them on my website. The institutional archive may be useful for other types of material, in 
particular theses” 
 
“Federal government policies towards research and publication do nothing to promote research in 
Australian universities; I would go as far as to say that they aim to undermine research in fields that 
they believe will not lead to grossly quantifiable economic outputs measurable on a national scale; 
simply because of their manic and deplorable ideologies re fiscal and economic management. As far 
as copyright goes, they do not seem to comprehend how much unpaid effort is put into research and 
publication, with the broad expectation that authors should simply accept the current commercial 
climate which requires researchers to negotiate copyright agreements or sign on the dotted line re 
conventional assignment procedures. What is desirable is for authors to obtain immediate commercial 
benefit from their research, whereas at the moment all of the commercial benefit is derived by parasitic 
commercial publishers who produce nothing. Politicians think this is good instead of promoting 
research” 
 
“The increasing influence of US-style contracts is eroding the rights of authors over their work in 
Australia. A publisher needs only a non-exclusive licence - or at most - an exclusive licence - to 
publish work effectively lucratively. The assigning of copyright should be seen for what it is - theft of 
intellectual property. This is no different from the old theft of land routine. We all know that it often 
takes 50 years or more for academic work to be recognised. The US copyright system is stealing 
Australian intellectual property right from under our noses” 
 
“I know quite a bit about copyright and I don't really insist on my "rights". If I write something - 
particularly when I am being paid from the public purse - I think it should be as freely available as 
possible. All I want is appropriate citation if my ideas are used. I work in an area of law which is quite 
new and it is important to get the research into the public domain quickly. Anything to achieve that is 
good” 
 
“Thank you for this survey. Open access to scientific and professional data and information may 
promote a more knowledge-based world” 
 
“Surely the most important issue is free public access to information and academic freedom. Thanks 
for the opportunity to express my point of view” 
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“I feel like part of me is torn away whenever I'm 'forced' to assign copyright in order to get something 
published. The 'publish or perish' nature of academia makes it imperative that we take offers when we 
get them, especially in good journals, but it's like someone is cutting away a part of me whenever this 
happens. My preference now is to publish in books rather than journals so that I retain copyright. I also 
try to publish with university presses that allow me to retain my copyright” 
 
“The author should never assign work to a publisher and should be able to use and promote her work 
as she wishes. There is evidence that this contributes to the widespread use of the material, i.e. it is 
good for the publisher too” 
 
See Appendix C for further comments in support of the principles of Open Access, Open Access 
Journals and/or depositing items into repositories. 
 
 
Twelve survey participants stated that they do not support Open Access, Open 
Access Journals and depositing into repositories: 
 
Comments: Not supporting principles of Open Access, Open Access Journals and/or 
depositing items into repositories 
 
“I don't in any way think institutional repositories are the future of knowledge creation” 
 
“I think people who are promoting open access are for the most part trying to solve a problem which 
doesn't exist:  I think the barriers to access to research findings are not that high, especially not for 
people who need that access” 
 
“It is important to me that journal refereeing processes are maintained. This means either subscription 
journals, or author pays open access journals. I do not like the idea of a highly fragmented body of 
human knowledge including both refereed and un-refereed material. The internet is full of un-refereed 
material that the reader uses at their own risk. I value the integrity of journal refereeing and do not 
want to see this process undermined, particularly when there is already a proliferation of journals and 
published (in any form) material. I see open access repositories as a potential undermining of the 
value added by publishers in peer reviewing material to become part of the formal literature” 
 
See Appendix C for further comments not supporting principles of Open Access, Open Access 
Journals and/or depositing items into repositories. 
 
 
Eighteen survey commentators support principles of Open Access, although they 
have concerns as to measures for improvement.  These concerns include issues of 
Open Access Journal quality, impact factors, institutional management and career 
advancement: 
 
Comments: Supporting principles of Open Access, Open Access Journals and/or depositing 
items into repositories, but having concerns or requiring measures for improvement 
 
“I am happy to submit articles to open access journals as long as they are of good quality. Some are 
already of good quality but others are not. Use of open access journals is increasing and will therefore 
pose stronger demands on the quality of the open access journals. However, the editors of open 
access journals should also impose strict demands on the quality of article submissions” 
 
“While somewhat supportive of open access principles, I am concerned that it will lead to a push for 
more scarce resources to be spent on e-mail shuffling bureaucrats, repository spruikers etc than those 
trying to do research. A key problem for academics is not shortage of information but the time to 
process and deal with it, which is why many of use rely on the quality screening processes of high 
quality journals. Data is not the same as useful information” 
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“At this stage, I don't believe the quality of data archives in Australia (in the social sciences) is 
sufficient to guarantee high-quality, secure, and equitable use of my data by others (this may not be 
the case for all types of data - a particular problem where most data collection is done by researchers 
themselves.  I think institutions must spearhead the process of open access (if they support this) by (1) 
Defraying the costs for their staff members; (2) Working to gain and recognise the quality of open 
access outlets (at this stage, the best journals in my field do not permit open access), (3) Advocating 
bibliometrics that would favour open access (for use by granting agencies, promotions committees).  
As academic research in Australian universities is owned by the university, the university has a 
responsibility to promote open access and not make this the responsibility of individual staff” 
 
“I believe in open access publishing whenever possible. The problem is that academic audit culture 
(e.g. RQF, journal impact factors, etc.) works in the other direction, forcing authors back to commercial 
publishers that want copyright licensed or assigned. Open access journals are lowly weighted in these 
exercises, even though they get read more often, generate more reputation (as measured through 
conference invitations, etc.) and at least in my field are at the cutting edge of advance” 
 
“I support open access as a principle but believe that the issue of impact factors reduces the 
usefulness of this avenue for publication. Unless OA publication is given a status as activity relevant to 
promotion there isn't much reward for the effort involved” 
 
“Publication and placing items in a repository should NEVER be linked to career advancement - as 
this generates publication for the wrong reasons” 
 
“You will see that I have no faith in my university to enact any policy on my or fellow academics behalf.  
Sad but true.  I would prefer to see open source and authorship protection placed with professional 
and disciplinary societies than the university which is a business corporation which does not share its 
employee’s interests” 
 
“As it becomes easier to make academic output accessible in principle, it becomes harder to make 
relevant content able to be easily found.  Once the problem of open access is "solved", the bigger 
problem will be the organisation of open access material into a manner such that it can be quickly 
identified as existing by those who may be looking for it” 
 
“Enthusiasm for the principle of open access needs to be tempered by an understanding of the 
economic realities of journal and book publishing upon which the whole structure of academic career 
advancement is premised” 
 
“One of my anxieties about open access and depositories is the ease of plagiarism, particularly by 
students” 
 
“I think this is a very good initiative with admirable aims. Democratic access to information will alleviate 
the past truth behind Shaw's assertion that most professions represented conspiracies against the 
"laity". I think that the successful implementation of the "open access" process will be hostage to RQF 
and other quality rating issues unless the major universities and the major journal editors participate in 
the venture” 
 
“Open access should never be required when academics work in their own time to produce content 
without institutional support or funding” 
 
See Appendix C for further comments. 
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5.8 Publishing Activities (Past Five Years) 
 
Participants were asked to specify the frequency (never, 1-5 times, 6-10 times, 11-15 
times, more than 15 times) with which they had carried out a number of publishing 
activities over the past five years (see Figure 22). 
 
The most frequent activities were: placing a copy in their institutional repository (44% 
having placed an item at least once) and placing a copy on their personal web pages 
(33% having placed an item at least once). 
 
The majority of participants have never attached a Creative Commons or other Open 
Content Licence to their item (93%), never attached an author addendum to a 
publishing agreement they signed (88%) nor placed a copy of the item in any other 
repository (69%). 
 
Table 25 presents responses by disciplinary area. It was of greater relevance for 
researchers in the Arts and Social Sciences than for those in the Science and 
Technology areas to have attached an author addendum to a publishing agreement 
(means 1.2 and 1.1 respectively; t=-2.-199, p=0.028). 
 
Figure 22.  Frequency of Various Publishing Activities (Past Five Years) 
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Table 25.  Frequency of Various Publishing Activities (Past Five Years) by Disciplinary Area 
 
 Science & Technology (n=282) 
% 
Arts & Social Sciences (n=218) 
% 
 Never 1-5 
times 
6-10 
times 
11-15 
times 
More 
than 
15 
times 
Never 1-5 
times 
6-10 
times 
11-15 
times 
More 
than 
15 
times 
Placed a copy of my 
Item in my 
institutional 
repository 
59.2 29.1 4.3 2.1 5.3 52.3 33.0 8.3 3.2 3.2 
Placed a copy of my 
Item in any other 
type of repository 
69.1 21.3 3.9 2.1 3.5 68.2 24.4 2.8 1.8 2.8 
Placed a copy of my 
Item on my personal 
web page 
68.4 16.5 3.9 5.3 6.0 65.0 19.8 9.2 1.4 4.6 
Attached an author 
addendum to a 
publishing 
agreement you 
signed 
92.6 6.0 .7 .4 .4 82.6 17.0 .5 - - 
Attached a Creative 
Commons or other 
Open Content 
Licence to your Item 
96.1 2.1 .7 - 1.1 89.0 7.3 2.3 - 1.4 
 
5.9 Reasons for Not Depositing into Repositories 
 
Figure 23 demonstrates that the main reasons identified by participants for not 
depositing an item into an institutional or other repository were a lack of awareness 
regarding appropriate repositories for the depositing of items (29%) and uncertainty 
regarding their copyright position (17%).  Only 2% of participants cited disagreeing 
with Open Access principles and 3% cited a preference for placing their items on 
their personal website as reasons for not depositing an item. 
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Figure 23.  Reasons for Not Depositing an Item into an Institutional or Other Repository 
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Table 26 presents this information by disciplinary area, length of years publishing and 
employing organisation (with no significant differences in responses found). 
 
Table 26.  Reasons for Not Depositing an Item into an Institutional or Other Repository by 
Disciplinary Area, Years Publishing and Employing Organisation 
 
 Science & 
Technology  
% 
Arts & 
Social 
Sciences 
% 
Less than 
10 yrs 
Publishing 
% 
More than 
10 yrs 
Publishing 
% 
University/ 
Higher 
Education 
% 
Govt/ 
Industry 
% 
My institution does not have a 
repository 
10.7 7.3 8.2 9.7 9.3 8.9 
I am not aware of any institutional or 
other repository where I could deposit 
31.5 26.4 35.9 25.2 28.7 33.9 
Deposit process too difficult or time 
consuming 
7.6 13.2 7.6 11.5 10.8 3.6 
Not recognised for promotion 
purposes 
10.7 11.8 7.1 13.1 11.7 7.1 
Uncertainty over copyright position 15.9 17.7 16.8 16.5 16.8 16.1 
Uncertainty over publisher’s attitudes 13.1 16.4 12.5 15.3 14.3 16.1 
Don’t agree with Open Access 
principles 
1.7 1.4 .5 2.2 1.5 1.8 
Prefer to place on personal website 4.2 2.3 1.1 4.7 3.8 - 
Note that participants could select more 
than 1 response 
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5.10 End-User Rights 
 
For respondents who had deposited an item into an institutional repository (see 
Figure 24), approximately 40% of participants indicated that end-users were allowed 
to view, print and download an electronic copy of the item.  
 
Approximately 24% indicated that end-users were allowed to re-use the item for 
academic or non-commercial purposes and 21% were unsure of what end-users 
could do with the item.  
 
A minority of the sample indicated that end-users were allowed to make a new item 
based on or including the original item (3%) or to place an electronic copy on another 
website (5%).   
 
Additional results by disciplinary area and years publishing are included in Table 27. 
 
Figure 24.  End-User Access Rights for Items Deposited into a Repository 
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Table 27.  End-User Access Rights for Items Deposited into a Repository by Disciplinary 
Area and Years Publishing 
 
 Science & 
Technology  
(n=214) 
% 
Arts & 
Social 
Sciences 
(n=173) 
% 
Less than 
10 yrs 
Publishing 
(n=142) 
% 
More than 10 yrs 
Publishing 
(n=243) 
% 
View item only 10.7 6.9 7.7 9.9 
View & print 16.8 20.8 19.7 18.1 
View, print and download 36.9 41.6 45.8 35.4 
Distribute on a non-commercial basis 19.2 22.0 26.8 16.9 
Re-use the Item for academic or non-
commercial purposes 
22.9 24.3 26.8 21.8 
Place an electronic copy on another 
website 
4.7 5.8 7.7 3.7 
Place a link on another website to the 
deposited item 
12.6 19.7 19.7 13.6 
Make a new item based on or 
including the original Item 
1.4 3.6 4.9 2.1 
Unsure 22.9 19.7 20.4 22.2 
Note that participants could select more than 1 response & percentage represents proportion of those who have deposited an 
item (not total samples); Results by employing organisation not included due to small sample sizes 
 
5.11 Preferred End-User Rights 
 
Figure 25 presents data related to the nature of rights which respondents would like 
end-users to have in accessing their items. 
 
Almost three-quarters (72%) of respondents indicated that they would like an end-
user to have rights to view, print and download an electronic copy when accessing 
their item in an institutional or other repository.  
 
Over half (57%) of respondents said that they would like an end-user to have rights 
to re-use the item for academic or non-commercial purposes, to distribute to others 
on a non-commercial basis (55%), or to place a link on another website to the item as 
deposited in the repository (54%).  
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Figure 25.  Preferred End-User Access Rights for Items Deposited into a Repository 
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Table 28 presents additional results by disciplinary area and length of years 
publishing. 
 
Table 28.  Preferred End-user Access Rights for Items Deposited into a Repository 
 
Provisions 
Science & 
Technology  
(n=214) 
% 
Arts & 
Social 
Sciences 
(n=173) 
% 
Less than 
10 yrs 
Publishing 
(n=142) 
% 
More than 10 yrs 
Publishing 
(n=243) 
% 
View item only 9.7 10.5 9.8 10.3 
View & print 30.8 31.4 26.6 33.3 
View, print and download 74.4 69.1 77.2 69.8 
Distribute on a non-commercial basis 55.7 53.2 57.6 53.3 
Re-use the Item for academic or non-
commercial purposes 
59.2 54.5 62.0 55.1 
Place an electronic copy on another 
website 
23.2 22.3 27.2 20.6 
Place a link on another website to the 
deposited item 
54.0 54.5 57.6 52.6 
Make a new item based on or 
including the original Item 
10.4 11.4 12.5 10.0 
Note that participants could select more than 1 response; Results by employing organisation not included due to small sample 
sizes 
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5.12 Comments 
 
Five survey participants made comment in relation to the rights of end-users in their 
institutional repositories: 
 
Comments: If you have deposited an item into an institutional repository, what are end-users 
allowed to do with the item? 
 
“Use the work for academic or commercial purposes in the same institution” 
 
“No restrictions” 
 
“The real thing is that it is so bureaucratic and cumbersome and I can't really recall what I did” 
 
"Copyright in individual works within the repository belongs to their authors or publishers. You may 
make a print or digital copy of a work for your personal non-commercial use. All other rights are 
reserved, except for fair dealings or other user rights granted by the copyright laws of your country"  
 
“This should be determined by the author” 
 
 
Eight survey participants stated what type of rights they would like repository end-
users to have: 
 
Comments: What rights would you like an end-user to have when accessing your item in an 
institutional or other repository? 
 
“Use content but only if acknowledged and with permission”  
 
“I'm happy with any non-commercial use that acknowledges the source of the material”  
 
“Use data or preliminary results in their own commercial operations”  
 
“Use the work for academic or commercial purposes in the same institution”  
 
“No restrictions”  
 
See Appendix C for further comments. 
 
 
5.13 Type of Repository Content 
 
Figure 26 illustrates that the majority of participants indicated that they should be 
allowed to deposit journal articles (88%), conference papers (83%) or chapters in 
books (74%) in their institution’s repository.  
 
A number of respondents stated that a range of other material such as multimedia 
objects (50%), field notes (24%), data sets (40%), software (42%), teaching materials 
(46%) or unpublished academic work (41%) should also be allowed to be deposited. 
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Figure 26.  Types of Content Allowed to be Deposited into Institution’s Repository 
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5.14 Comments 
 
Twelve survey participants commented on the type of content that they believed 
should be deposited into repositories, raising concerns about peer-review processes 
for such material: 
 
Comments: What types of content should your institution's repository allow authors to 
deposit? 
 
“Only refereed (peer-reviewed) materials should be placed on an institution's repository” 
 
“None. Institutional repositories are a threat to peer reviewed academic research” 
 
“It should enable the peer review process in a collaborative forum” 
 
“Anything where conditions of use ensure fair and reasonable remuneration for publisher” 
 
“Anything relevant to the scholarly endeavour where other scholars can build knowledge more 
effectively by having free access to it” 
 
See Appendix C for further comments about proposed repository content. 
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5.15 Improving Repository Depositing 
 
Figure 27 depicts the relevance of a number of institutional mechanisms to improve 
participation in depositing items in institutional or other repositories.  
 
Respondents would most likely agree that the university or institution could provide 
guidelines instructing authors how to deposit items (54% strongly agreeing; 
mean=4.40), promote repositories and Open Access policies amongst academics, 
management, staff and students (53% strongly agreeing; mean=4.32) and explain 
the rights of the repository and end-users (50% strongly agreeing; mean=4.31).  
 
Although agreement levels were still relatively high, linking the depositing of items to 
career advancement (20% strongly or somewhat disagreeing; mean=3.55), 
conducting workshops for both depositors and users (10% strongly or somewhat 
disagreeing mean=3.87) and providing a service to answer author queries about the 
repository (mean=4.16) were of lower priority for respondents. 
 
Figure 27.  University or Institutional Mechanisms to Improve Participation in Depositing 
Items in Institutional or other Repositories 
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5.16 Improving Repository Depositing – Disciplinary 
Areas, Experience and Organisations 
 
T-tests were carried out to explore differences by disciplinary area (see Table 29), 
publishing experience (see Table 30) and organisation type (see Table 31).  It was of 
greater relevance for participants whose research is in the Arts and Social Sciences 
area (mean=4.26) than for those in the Science and Technology area (mean=4.08) 
that their university or institution could provide a service to answer author queries 
about the repository in order to improve their participation in depositing items in 
institutional or other repositories (t=2.2, p=0.028). 
 
Table 29.  Mean Level of Relevance21 of University or Institutional Mechanisms to Improve 
Participation in Depositing Items in Institutional or other Repositories by Research Area 
 
Research Area 
Provisions 
Science & Technology 
(n=289) 
Arts & Social Sciences 
(n=220) 
Explain their position on Open 
Access 4.26 4.33 
Provide policies on the dissemination 
of research output 4.20 4.27 
Establish repositories for the 
dissemination of research outputs 4.21 4.30 
Promote repositories and Open 
Access policies amongst academics, 
management, staff and students 
4.29 4.36 
Promote repositories to academics 
and parties outside of the university 
or institution 
4.18 4.23 
Explain the benefits of depositing 
Items 4.26 4.37 
Link the depositing of Items to career 
advancement 3.48 3.64 
Explain the author’s rights in relation 
to the repository 4.25 4.36 
Explain how the repository operates 
and is organised 4.27 4.30 
Explain the rights of the repository 
and end-users 4.26 4.37 
Provide guidelines instructing authors 
how to deposit Items 4.37 4.44 
Provide examples of Items which can 
be deposited 4.17 4.22 
Provide assistance with cataloguing 
metadata and the capability of the 
Item to be searched in the repository 
4.17 4.29 
Provide a service to answer author 
queries about the repository 4.08 4.26* 
Conduct workshops for both 
depositors and users 3.81 3.94 
***p<.001, **p<.01, *p<.05 
                                               
21 Scale: 1=Strongly Disagree; 2=Somewhat Disagree; 3=Neutral; 4=Somewhat Agree; 5=Strongly Agree. 
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It was of greater relevance for respondents who have been publishing for less than 
10 years than for those who have been publishing for more than 10 years that their 
university or institution could link the depositing of items to career advancement 
(means 3.82 and 3.38 respectively; t=3.8, p=0.000), provide assistance with 
cataloguing metadata and the capability of the item to be searched in the repository 
(means 4.36 and 4.14 respectively; t=2.73, p=0.007), provide a service to answer 
author queries about the repository (means 4.27 and 4.09 respectively; t=2.13, 
p=0.034), and conduct workshops for both depositors and users (means 4.02 and 
3.77 respectively; t=2.59, p=0.01) in order to improve their participation in depositing 
items in institutional or other repositories. 
 
Table 30.  Mean Level of Relevance of University or Institutional Mechanisms to Improve 
Participation in Depositing Items in Institutional or other Repositories by Number of Years 
Publishing 
 
Years of Publishing 
Provisions 
less than 10 years 
(n=184) 
more than 10 years 
(n=321) 
Explain their position on Open 
Access 4.34 4.26 
Provide policies on the dissemination 
of research output 4.27 4.21 
Establish repositories for the 
dissemination of research outputs 4.26 4.25 
Promote repositories and Open 
Access policies amongst academics, 
management, staff and students 
4.39 4.29 
Promote repositories to academics 
and parties outside of the university 
or institution 
4.25 4.18 
Explain the benefits of depositing 
Items 4.38 4.27 
Link the depositing of Items to career 
advancement 3.82*** 3.38 
Explain the author’s rights in relation 
to the repository 4.38 4.26 
Explain how the repository operates 
and is organised 4.37 4.23 
Explain the rights of the repository 
and end-users 4.38 4.27 
Provide guidelines instructing authors 
how to deposit Items 4.46 4.37 
Provide examples of Items which can 
be deposited 4.28 4.14 
Provide assistance with cataloguing 
metadata and the capability of the 
Item to be searched in the repository 
4.36** 4.14 
Provide a service to answer author 
queries about the repository 4.27* 4.09 
Conduct workshops for both 
depositors and users 4.02* 3.77 
***p<.001, **p<.01, *p<.05 
 
There were no significant differences found between the opinions of those from 
university and those from non-university with regards to what the university or 
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institution could provide to improve their participation in depositing items in 
institutional or other repositories. 
 
Table 31.  Mean Level of Relevance on Provisions from University or Institution to Improve 
Participation in Depositing Items in Institutional or other Repositories by Employing 
Organisation 
 
Employing Organisation 
Provisions University/Higher Education 
(n=453) 
Mean 
Government/Industry 
(n=56) 
Mean 
Explain their position on Open 
Access 4.31 4.13 
Provide policies on the dissemination 
of research output 4.21 4.32 
Establish repositories for the 
dissemination of research outputs 4.25 4.25 
Promote repositories and Open 
Access policies amongst academics, 
management, staff and students 
4.34 4.21 
Promote repositories to academics 
and parties outside of the university 
or institution 
4.21 4.16 
Explain the benefits of depositing 
Items 4.31 4.26 
Link the depositing of Items to career 
advancement 3.56 3.40 
Explain the author’s rights in relation 
to the repository 4.31 4.19 
Explain how the repository operates 
and is organised 4.29 4.23 
Explain the rights of the repository 
and end-users 4.31 4.29 
Provide guidelines instructing authors 
how to deposit Items 4.41 4.35 
Provide examples of Items which can 
be deposited 4.20 4.10 
Provide assistance with cataloguing 
metadata and the capability of the 
Item to be searched in the repository 
4.23 4.10 
Provide a service to answer author 
queries about the repository 4.16 4.13 
Conduct workshops for both 
depositors and users 3.86 3.94 
***p<.001, **p<.01, *p<.05 
 
5.17 Comments 
 
Thirty-eight survey participants made statements about steps that institutions could 
take to improve their participation in repository depositing. These comments 
focussed on issues regarding education, administration and institutional 
responsibility, using guides and cultural changes: 
 
Comments: What could your university or institution do or provide in order to improve your 
participation in depositing items in institutional or other repositories? 
 
Education: 
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“How would academics (especially young academics) know about open access if there are few 
opportunities to learn about it and there's no institutional support for it (e.g. actively providing the 
know-how)? How many educational institutions educate postgraduate students about copyright and 
intellectual property (especially in relation to their thesis)? If one is lucky, one's thesis supervisor might 
take the time to explain such things. I hope your research can do something about this problem” 
 
“I'm generally opposed to having the institution "explain" things to researchers. It's almost always a 
waste of everyone's time. Participation will rise when it's to the advantage of researchers to 
participate. University explanations and policies are generally irrelevant, since in practice no-one 
reads them” 
 
“Simple guide to how to do it for digitally challenged older users” 
 
“I need a repository that is easy to use, not one that requires a workshop” 
 
Administration and Institutional Responsibility: 
 
“Guidelines and examples are important supports, but having someone do what is largely an 
administrative task on behalf of authors would be a great benefit…” 
 
“My institution puts material in automatically for me. I don't have time to manage multiple publication 
outlets, so anything that reduces the load helps” 
 
“Take the articles that I have to lodge through the DEST process and automatically upload them.  I am 
tired of providing the SAME article to different people in the university.  I want a one-stop-shop where I 
hand the article over to the university ONCE!!!” 
 
“They (institution) have not told anyone that there is a repository available to them. Even if by chance 
someone came across it, there are no instructions on how to use it. And even if you could work it out, 
you need to 1. Register with the administrator.  2. Find out if your area has a 'community' (or work out 
by osmosis that you can put things into the 'e-prints community').  3. Find your post-print 4. Convert 
the post print to a PDF.  5. Find out whether the journal it was published in is green (with no instruction 
on how to do this or even that it needs to be done). What do you think the chances are of anyone 
doing all of that voluntarily? Then, even if you manage to leap over all the hurdles, there is no way of 
finding out if your material has been downloaded, so no way of finding out if all that effort has been 
worth it.” 
 
Cultural Changes: 
 
“As with all activities to do with research and the dissemination of research the additional work 
required in order to use institutional repositories is left up to the individual academic. The work of 
dissemination and publishing is done on a shoe string. More designated resources are required 
especially for those of us who are new researchers” 
 
“Mandate that peer-reviewed research MUST be deposited” 
 
“Handle these tasks automatically, so authors can just give a general agreement that published 
material should be in the repository” 
 
See Appendix C for further comments about what universities and institutions could do to improve 
participation in repository depositing. 
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6. Open Access Journals 
 
6.1 Reasons for Publishing in Open Access Journals 
 
More than half (59%) of respondents (n= 302) have never published in an Open 
Access Journal.  For those that have published an item in an Open Access Journal 
(n=207 or 41% of the sample), most indicated that they did so because they have an 
Open Access Journal in their disciplinary area (45%) or because they desire to 
promote Open Access principles and ideals (29%; see Figure 28). Thirty-five 
participants specified other reasons for their choice of publishing in an Open Access 
Journal.    
 
Figure 28.  Reasons for Publishing in an Open Access Journal 
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6.2 Open Access Journals – Disciplinary Areas, 
Experience and Organisations 
 
Table 32 presents the proportions of respondents who selected each reason for 
publishing in an Open Access Journal by disciplinary area.  Chi-square tests were 
carried out on responses, with no significant differences found. 
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Table 32.  Reasons for Publishing in an Open Access Journal by Research Area 
 
Research Area 
Provisions 
Science & Technology (n=110) Arts & Social Sciences (n=97) 
Obligations to the institution 2% 3% 
Obligations to funding bodies - - 
Open Access Journal in disciplinary 
area 
43% 49% 
Desire to promote Open Access 
principles & ideals 30% 27% 
Other 15% 16% 
 
Tables 33 and 34 present the proportions of respondents who selected each reason 
for publishing in an Open Access Journal by years of publishing and by employing 
organisation.  It was of greater relevance for those in government/industry to “Desire 
to promote Open Access principles & ideals” as a reason for publishing in an Open 
Access Journal than for those in university/higher education sectors (48% versus 
26%). However, being able to identify an “Open Access Journal in disciplinary area” 
was less of a motivating factor for those in government/industry (28% versus 48%). 
 
Table 33.  Reasons for Publishing in an Open Access Journal by Number of Years 
Publishing 
 
Years of Publishing 
Reason for Publishing 
Less than 10 years (n=73) More than 10 years (n=134) 
Obligations to the institution 6% 1% 
Obligations to funding bodies - - 
Open Access Journal in disciplinary 
area 
49% 43% 
Desire to promote Open Access 
principles & ideals 26% 30% 
Other 10% 18% 
 
Table 34. Reasons for Publishing in an Open Access Journal by Employing Organisation 
 
Employing Organisation 
Reason for Publishing University/Higher Education 
(n=182) 
Government/Industry 
(n=25) 
Obligations to the institution 2% 4% 
Obligations to funding bodies - - 
Open Access Journal in disciplinary 
area 
48% 28% 
Desire to promote Open Access 
principles & ideals 26% 48% 
Other 14% 20% 
 
Twenty-six survey participants stated why they had published in an Open Access 
Journal. The main reasons concerned the impact of Open Access Journals and 
reader accessibility: 
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Comments: If you have published an item in an Open Access Journal, what reasons persuaded 
you to do so? 
 
“To make my research more accessible and more widely recognised” 
 
“Faster review period” 
 
“For me one of the most important factors when choosing a journal is the reputation of that journal.  So 
an open access journal also needs to have a good reputation (and good impact factors etc) to be 
considered.  In my field there is one very good open access journal in which I have published a paper, 
and I would definitely consider them for future papers” 
 
“The journal had a high impact factor and was suitable for my field of work” 
 
“As a benefit to my students” 
 
“I have just submitted my first paper to an open access journal because I have come to understand its 
power to assist others to access regardless of financial circumstances” 
 
“Open access wasn't important. I just wanted to publish in that journal because it's a key journal in my 
field” 
 
“Impact factor of journal” 
 
See Appendix C for further reasons for publishing in an Open Access Journal. 
 
 
6.3 Reasons for Not Publishing in Open Access 
Journals 
 
Almost one-quarter (22%) of respondents indicated that they have not published in 
an Open Access Journal because they were either unfamiliar with the process or 
they have no motivation to do so or it is not adequately recognised or acknowledged 
for the purposes of promotion (see Figure 29). 
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Figure 29.  Reasons that Prevented Authors from Publishing in an Open Access Journal 
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6.4 Comments 
 
Ninety-eight survey participants stated their reasons for not publishing in an Open 
Access Journal. The main themes of these comments included Open Access Journal 
publishing fees, metrics and citation, reputation and impact and other reasons: 
 
Comments: If you have not published an item in an Open Access Journal, what has prevented 
you from doing so? 
 
Open Access Journal Publishing Fees: 
 
“The main issue is that I don't see any significant advantages to me to publish outside the traditional 
journal paths and a significant disadvantage is that I have to pay to get published (which ARC and 
other agencies refuse to fund)” 
 
“Whenever possible now, I try to publish in society or open access journals.  Sometimes however, the 
appropriate journal for the work is Elsevier (for instance).  The major obstacle in my main field 
(mathematics) to open access is page charges for authors.  On the one hand, these are very much 
outside the mathematics tradition (unlike biology, where society journals such as Genetics and PNAS 
charge authors).  On the other, my institution is unwilling to pay them, and they are excluded from 
many grant schemes, including ARC and internal grants.  The optimal situation would be open access 
journals published without cost to the authors.  I don't know how such a journal could be funded” 
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“Open access journals are a great idea ... except that doing all the things it takes to run an excellent 
journal costs money and time. It costs money to pay good editors, to run a good publication system, 
and to do it for the 10-20 years it takes for a Journal to garner a strong reputation for quality.  One 
can't help wondering if that's not a reasonable price to pay for assigning copyright” 
 
“You seem to assume OA journals are author pays... many aren't” 
 
See Appendix C for further comments about Open Access Journal publishing fees. 
 
Metrics and Citation: 
 
“Open access journals in my area are not important publishers and do not attract citation counts. If 
they did, then that might change my and others attitude to open access publications” 
 
“Open access is good in principle, but I would first need evidence from citation impact factors that 
people are reading and cite publications in open access journals” 
 
“(Open access journal) articles are not indexed by the major databases (e.g., PsycINFO, Medline) and 
thus would not be cited or read” 
 
See Appendix C for further comments about metrics and citation. 
 
Reputation and Impact: 
 
“I published based on the quality of the journals and not due to then being open access journals” 
 
“My decisions about publication are based on journal impact factor, journal specialisation, and 
likelihood of acceptance.  Current open access journals do not tick enough of these boxes” 
 
“These newer (open access) journals are not yet established as high quality journals in my field of 
research. (i.e. no impact factor)” 
 
“Prestige/quality of a forum is most often more important in publishing an item than the form of 
publication itself (open access or not) for career advancement” 
 
“I will once their impact factor becomes clear” 
 
See Appendix C for further comments about reputation and impact. 
 
Other Reasons: 
 
“I am the Editor-in-Chief of an open access journal published by (name deleted), so I am a strong 
supporter of open access.  However, to get published in other journals I agree with whatever 
conditions the journal stipulates. Usually, you are so happy to be accepted that you don't want to rock 
the boat” 
 
“Unfamiliar with the open access journals that exist” 
 
“Negotiating copyright conditions sounds like a good idea except that authors may not have their 
papers considered for publication if journals don't want to be bothered negotiating......the better 
journals hold all the cards........if you want to be published you need to accept their conditions” 
 
“By the time a journal article has been pushed through the peer review process we are always sick of 
it and will take any conditions on offer. Turn around time is a critical issue in the submission process, 
but we have no way to assess likely turn around time in advance” 
 
“I have no problem with doing this. I just haven't yet” 
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“The most important thing institutions can do is take on the negotiations with publishers themselves 
(alone, or in conjunction with funding bodies), as individual authors have very little incentive to do so. I 
am sick of being 'encouraged' by my institution to publish my items online while simultaneously being 
told to 'check with the publisher' “ 
 
“Citation rates are not as high as other journals” 
 
“More could definitely be done to assist institutions and authors to understand Open Access Principles 
and facilitate their operation. I have used Creative Commons in my webpage. I am unhappy about the 
way publishers want copyright assigned to them and feel authors have little choice in the matter if we 
want our material published in particular journals” 
 
See Appendix C for further comments about the culture of commercial academic publishing. 
 
 
6.5 Encouraging Open Access Journal Publishing 
 
47% of academic authors would like more information about Open Access 
opportunities, 39% would like more Open Access Journals and 36% would like 
funding to cover author/publication costs to assist them to publish in Open Access 
Journals (see Figure 30). 
 
Figure 30.  Ways to Encourage Publishing in an Open Access Journal 
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6.6 Comments 
 
Twenty-five survey participants made comment on what could be done to encourage 
authors to publish in an Open Access Journal. The main themes of those comments 
were about the quality and impact of those journals, peer review processes, 
publishing fees and recognition by grant providers: 
 
Comments: What could be done to assist you to publish in an Open Access Journal? 
 
“Make the journals high impact – i.e. excellent reputation, high quality of peer review, excellent 
proofing” 
 
“Positioning of the journals (impact factor and citation indexes) relative to other journals considered 
more prestigious to peers” 
 
“Made free to publish in them” 
 
“Academic integrity of open access journal (e.g. peer-review process) DEST recognition” 
 
“Better ranking of these journals for NHMRC/other grant provider assessment” 
 
See Appendix C for more comments about what is required to assist publishing in Open Access 
Journals. 
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7. Appendicies 
 
Appendix A: Survey Instrument 
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Appendix B: Defined Terms in Survey 
 
Assignment of Copyright (Assign) – the transfer of copyright from one party to 
another, so that the person to whom copyright is assigned becomes the new owner 
of copyright. 
 
Author Addendum - a document which can be attached to publishing agreements in 
order to alter the agreement and allow the author to retain certain key rights. The 
three main addenda that have been circulated online are:  
 
• The Scholarly Publishing and Academic Resources Coalition (SPARC) 
Author’s Addendum:  
 
(http://www.arl.org/sparc/author/docs/AuthorsAddendum2_1.pdf); 
• The Science Commons Scholar’s Copyright OpenAccess-CreativeCommons 
1.0 Addendum:  
(http://www.sciencecommons.org/projects/publishing/scaa-openaccess-creativecommons-
1.0.pdf); 
• MIT Amendment to Publication Agreement:  
(http://libraries.mit.edu/about/scholarly/amendment.pdf). 
 
Copyright Licence – a permission or form of authorization given to the licensee (the 
recipient of the licence) from the copyright owner to use the copyright material in one 
or more of the ways which falls within the owner’s exclusive rights. 
 
Exclusive Licence – under an exclusive licence the licensee (the recipient of the 
licence) is the only person who can use the works in the ways covered by the licence 
- even to the exclusion of the copyright owner. 
 
Institutional Repository – a digital repository established by a university or other 
research institution in which one would deposit their material to facilitate a wider 
dissemination of their work.  
 
Item(s) – any periodical publication, journal articles, research papers, conference 
papers and book chapters (but EXCLUDES MONOGRAPHS or ENTIRE BOOKS).  
 
Non-Exclusive Licence – provides the right to exercise one or more of the copyright 
owner’s rights in the work but not to the exclusion of the copyright owner or other 
licensees. 
 
Open Access – a movement which aims to disseminate knowledge broadly and 
freely across the internet in a timely manner for further information on Open Access:  
(http://eprints.qut.edu.au/archive/00006099/01/Printed_Oak_Law_Project_Report.pdf).  
 
Open Access Journal – academic or scholarly journals which are available online at 
no cost to the end user.  Published work is available to readers under a licence that 
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allows use, distribution and reproduction of the work in any medium, provided that 
the original work is properly cited. Two examples of successful open access 
publishers are the Public Library of Science (PLoS) and BioMed Central and a listing 
of open access journals can be found online with the Directory of Open Access 
Journals (DOAJ), hosted by Lund University Libraries: 
(http://www.doaj.org/).  
 
Open Content Licence – a licence that generally provides non-renumerated 
permissions in advance; is generic (the same terms apply to everyone for accessing 
content under the licence); is non-discriminatory (anyone can access the content 
under the licence); and at least provides the ability for those accessing the content to 
reproduce, copy and communicate the content to the world on prescribed terms or 
conditions. 
 
Post-Print – means the final draft version of the article, as accepted for publication 
following peer-review, with comments and changes incorporated into the text. 
 
Pre-Print – means the version of an article prior to submission to a journal and peer 
review. 
 
Publisher’s Version – means the copy-edited, formatted version as it appears in the 
journal. 
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Appendix C: Listing of Open-Ended Comments 
 
General comments regarding the survey: 
 
“I think this is a very good initiative with admirable aims. Democratic access to 
information will alleviate the past truth behind Shaw's assertion that most professions 
represented conspiracies against the "laity". I think that the successful 
implementation of the "open access" process will be hostage to RQF and other 
quality rating issues unless the major universities and the major journal editors 
participate in the venture” 
 
“By completing this survey I realised how much I do NOT know about the topic.  I 
have a publishing agreement in front of me that needs to be signed this week, so the 
survey was very relevant” 
 
“The whole survey had a blind spot about the importance of discipline community-
based repositories, as opposed to "generic" university institutional repositories - in 
many cases, community repositories are more relevant to a researcher” 
 
“Thank you for collecting this data!” 
 
“Thank you for this opportunity to realise how much I don't know or understand!! 
When the report is available, please use the same email lists as used to elicit 
participation so we can be sure to have access to the report/results when they are 
available” 
 
“In the past, open access has not been a consideration for me, but it will be in future. 
There has been recent publicity about the benefits, and I approve of the concept 
(funding may be a problem). Our university is in the process of setting up a 
repository, and I will support it when it is established” 
 
“Our group already publishes, on our website, journal publications from publishers 
which we have signed away all right of the work to but I try to avoid the question and 
simply give it to our departmental administrator and bury my head in the sand with 
regards to the question after that. It would be nice to have an amendment form to 
make this practice legal since I am not clear how much distance I would have if a 
publisher decided to contest the practice and take legal action” 
 
“This survey was very informative about my rights regarding publications” 
 
“The premise for this whole survey is that open access publishing is a good thing and 
the structure of the questionnaire and the wording of the questions are oriented to 
that conclusion. I do not agree, I think it is entirely appropriate that publishers and 
authors derive modest benefit for their efforts” 
 
“Some useful questions and concepts. But, it is tough enough finding time to finish 
papers. And it is always a blessing when someone agrees to publish-I have always 
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been too busy making sure my work is published to even think about copyright very 
hard” 
 
“Sometimes when completing a survey, it becomes obvious what statements the 
researcher/s wish to make in their data analysis. In fact, sometimes, the survey is 
structured in such a way that only those statements can be made. This is one such 
survey. It would be nice to see a better designed, less biased effort to find out how 
researchers feel about access to their work (however it is 'published')” 
 
“Thanks for making me think about these issues” 
 
“Gained awareness of my own ignorance in this area!! I strongly support OA 
principles so had better get going and do something about it!  Thanks for the 
consciousness-raiser and for a sensible and accessible questionnaire” 
 
“In my case, a discipline community repository is far more relevant than an 
institutional repository - this whole survey has a blind spot 
 
“Survey seemed a bit biased in its questions towards the obvious "wheelbarrow" that 
the survey was pushing” 
 
“Never heard of open access till now” 
 
“As a beginning publisher in both journals and texts, it was a steep learning curve 
and while I received information from the publisher I tended to follow the advice of 
colleagues” 
 
“Didn't know about much of what was covered” 
 
“Much of my vagueness about publishing agreement stems from being a junior (non-
corresponding) author for the publications. These agreement are usually dealt with 
by the senior/corresponding author” 
 
“Rather tedious! Lots of fine distinctions that an academic is usually oblivious to - but 
I suppose that's an education in the area" 
 
“I am probably a typical academic who is all in favour of open access but doesn't ever 
think (or know) much about it” 
 
“There may be some like myself who have been engaged in research for 30+ years 
for whom many of the issues covered in this questionnaire are less than central to 
their research activities.  It might be helpful if we were brought up to speed” 
 
“Despite long experience, high level of ignorance in this area, and expect this to be 
the case with most in my shoes” 
 
“It is difficult to answer some of the questions where I didn't really know. For 
example, I think that my publications are automatically placed in an institutional 
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repository because we send them in each year, but in fact I am not sure this is the 
case. The main issue for me is a recognition that I don't really know much about the 
copyright issues and whether they differ between journals I submit to” 
 
“This has been an enlightening exercise” 
 
“This seems to be an area I know very little about. What will be the outputs from your 
research?” 
 
“Having completed this survey, I realise that I have been reluctant to deposit my 
research thesis and articles in repositories or open access journals because of 
uncertainty about the copyright situation, fear that the publisher would reject it 
because it's already 'out there' and in the case of journal articles, these journals 
aren't in the ISI master list and therefore have low preference for promotion 
purposes. I feel bad about this” 
 
“I think this has been useful for me to read some of the key terms and think about 
them in relation to future publications - thanks and good luck” 
 
Breaking down your total items, please indicate the media in which they were 
disseminated: 
 
“I place working papers, preprints and unpublished material in repositories” 
 
The above (items) that are in institutional repositories only (arxiv.org) are also 
submitted to journals, in all cases subscription-based” 
 
“Online and CD conference proceedings” 
 
“Nearly all my articles and some of my books are available in full text on my website” 
 
“Professional journal” 
 
“Items published in a subscription based journal, and made publicly available as a 
pre- or post-print via Xarchiv” 
 
“37% academic journals, 12% popular magazines, 29% government department 
publications” 
 
”Open-access journals owned and managed by an editorial board” 
 
“Smaller international publishers; newspapers” 
 
“Open access journals, newspapers, magazines” 
 
“Non government organisation” 
 
 “Small publisher 50%, interest group 25%” 
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“Conference papers/presentations” 
 
“Open access journal” 
 
“International institutional publishers” 
 
“Government publications” 
 
“Not-for-profit/community-based organisations” 
 
“Australian commercial/trade publishers” 
 
“I have included large international journal groups” 
 
“Industry reports” 
 
Institutional and government publishers 
 
“Non-Australian institutional or disciplinary societies” 
 
“International organisations (OECD, ITU, etc.)” 
 
“International publishers” 
 
“25% published openly on the web without publisher” 
 
“Open access online journals” 
 
“Conference posters/proceedings” 
 
“Newspapers and magazines” 
 
“Specialist academic publishers” 
 
“International standardisation bodies” 
 
“Small commercial publishers say 54%” 
 
“Specialist international journals” 
 
“Our institute does not have a public repository” 
 
“Independent publishers 20% 
 
University publications in USA” 
 
“Government reports, non-profit organisations” 
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“International institutional publishers” 
 
“Literary journals, industry journals, newspapers, radio – national” 
 
“Overseas institutional publishers” 
 
“NHMRC, DEST Reports excluded along with refereed and published abstracts” 
 
“Independent journals (mostly online)” 
 
Did any conditions attach to the grant regarding dissemination of the research 
outputs?: 
 
“Results must be published” 
 
“Not sure but presume standard ARC requirements applied” 
 
“All Australian universities are setting up institutional repositories as part of RQF and 
this will confuse your results. I've assumed that this doesn't exist for the purposes of 
the questionnaire as I believe the repository will be limited to local use” 
 
“Research outputs to be made available in peer reviewed journals and/or CRC 
institutional repository” 
 
“Publish in peer reviewed journal” 
 
“Schemes like the RQF are a real disincentive to publish electronically ("open 
access" journals are not regarded as being as "serious", nor as prestigious as the 
traditional outlets for publishing research” 
 
“CRC has right to withhold publication based on intellectual property issues” 
 
“There is an embargo period on any of my research before I can publish it” 
 
“Research consultancies: generally client acquires copyright but often encourages 
academic publications based on the work. Funded research: funder generally 
encourages wide dissemination though not necessarily free of charge” 
 
“The open access journals in my discipline with which I am familiar are low prestige 
journals, a waste of time in an RQF environment” 
 
“Encouraged to deposit the item arising from the research project in an appropriate 
institutional or other repository” 
 
“My grants from US increasingly require ultimate open access” 
 
“Acknowledgement of research support required in publication” 
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“NHMRC requires that outputs will be published, with acknowledgment of support” 
 
“The conditions are about IP and the right to publish as well as requirements to 
acknowledge the funding body in any publications” 
 
“Open access needs greater recognition in academic audits such as RQF. The 
tendency of academic audit culture is to reinforce copyright privileges, esp. since 
open access journals tend not to be indexed or attributed the impact factors that 
matter in this game. Government and disciplinary committees need to become aware 
that their measures of quality and impact are blunt, because open access is off their 
screen” 
 
“Publication of peer-reviewed journal article(s); Application for further (external) 
funding” 
 
“With government funded publications, they wished to be informed of all publications” 
 
“Expected to have internal review and approval prior to submission” 
 
“With the introduction of RQF, there is even more emphasis on publishing in 
"traditional" top conferences/journals. Doubt an online journal will make it to their 
lists” 
 
“AINSE keeps copy of all publications related to grants” 
 
“Private agencies expressed desire to have ms at time of submission to editors” 
 
“Only condition was they had to agree with published version – intellectual property 
issue.  They never did disagree!” 
 
“Ensure the (open access) journal meets RQF criteria” 
 
“Working paper to be placed on centre's website but submission to academic journals 
encouraged” 
 
“Acknowledgement of funding body” 
 
“Disseminate outcomes through journal articles and/or conference presentations” 
 
“Required to disseminate findings to 'field' via journals, conference proceedings, etc” 
 
The usual ones for an ARC grant” 
 
“Submit reports and publish article in professional journals” 
 
“DEST don't let you publish except with permission” 
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“Deposit of research Materials to AIATSIS” 
 
“Often open access are seen as lower quality - Important in the current RQF climate 
costs not supported by grants or institution” 
 
“Encouraged open access (I think)” 
 
“Needed to acknowledge funding in publication notes” 
 
“Only that results be published” 
 
“Funder to be acknowledged in publications. CRC require prior approval of 
publications” 
 
“Copyright held by provider” 
 
“My institution has a repository but is unwilling to override copyright agreements [it's 
for RQF], hence it does nothing for dissemination” 
 
“Published by NCVER, presentation expected” 
 
“Freely available to Australian education sector” 
 
“Copyright was owned by the Commonwealth department administering the grant 
and receiving the report” 
 
“Agreement of funding organisation to sight article” 
 
“In one instance we have had extreme difficulty in gaining approval from government 
funding body for publishing due to differences in interpretation of data, although this 
is not a formal requirement for publication of findings, it is something we strive for” 
 
“To publish the findings in a peer reviewed journal” 
 
“The ARC require data to be made widely available and requires that your research 
be published” 
 
“Government funding body insisted on power to screen papers prior to publication, 
which resulted in significant loss of intellectual freedom and diminished number of 
publications (because of findings that could be viewed as negative)” 
 
“NIH have requirements for open access” 
 
“Publications funded by (institute name deleted) were deposited in their repository” 
 
“Final Report required with report often placed on publicly available web site” 
 
“Copyright retained by funder, with perpetual licence to publish, with permission” 
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“Must seek permission in writing to disseminate results in any manner (articles, 
conferences etc) for 12 months after acceptance of final reports on research projects” 
 
“Final project reports are made available to industry representatives” 
 
“Encouraged to deposit data in SSDA - now encouraged to publish in open access” 
 
“Research Laboratory's publications web site system” 
 
“ARC will not support publication costs” 
 
“Deposit in departmental repository” 
 
“Produce report of research for dissemination of results” 
 
“The project grants all required reports that were published by the AGPS” 
 
“I insist on right to publish, sometimes with sunset clause” 
 
“Research products property of (name of government department deleted)” 
 
“I had to present at a conference held by my university” 
 
“Will require deposit in institutional repository” 
 
“Distribute as widely as possible” 
 
“Encouragement to deposit items in open-access repositories” 
 
“Confidentiality” 
 
“Use of institutional repository” 
 
Experiences with publishing agreements: 
 
“When I amended a publisher's contract, I think they didn't notice and went ahead 
and published anyway. I wonder if this means that the agreement was as I amended 
it?” 
 
“Never read the agreement. Just sign and sent it off” 
 
“I have no problems dealing with established, peer-reviewed journals. Nor do I have 
problems, by and large, when publishing books and chapters to books. The one thing 
that I have wanted is the freedom to re-use my own material in other publications. 
So, with chapters to books, I add an addendum that I do not absurdly have to write to 
a publisher for permission to use my own goddamn material. Where things go belly-
up in my end of this business is when publishers do nothing when others plagiarise 
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my material that happens to be protected by copyright. You can have all the 
copyright laws you want, but they are useless because they are not enforceable” 
 
• Retaining the right to make or distribute copies of items: 
 
“It is my understanding that I cannot 'make' copies” 
 
“Any request” 
 
“Offprints to distribute as I wish” 
 
“Personal www page has PDF versions: did not ask the publisher” 
 
“All use under a Creative Commons BY-NC-ND” 
 
“I wrote in my own self archiving need. Else get 25 reprints” 
 
“Conference and other presentations” 
 
“Distribution to colleagues” 
 
“Not sure of legalities but do it anyway” 
 
“At will” 
 
“Offprints to distribute as I wish” 
 
“No legal right once free & bought reprints go-unenforceable” 
 
“Distribute to interested persons” 
 
“Not restricted” 
 
“Not specified in document (but laws apply)” 
 
“Not distributed” 
 
• Retaining the right to reproduce items: 
 
“Quite a number of my publications have been republished with publisher's consent” 
 
“I put all articles on my website, based on my final pre-publication copy, so I don't 
care what the agreement says” 
 
“Personal www page” 
 
“Teaching” 
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“Need to seek permission” 
 
“Oral presentation at conference” 
 
“Only if copyright owner gives permission usually for figs [sic]” 
 
“I was given permission to put figures from a paper in a text book” 
 
“Conference papers” 
 
“Not restricted” 
 
“I provide links to all my recent papers from my website.  I also provide a pre-print of 
a book chapter” 
 
“Teaching reading collection” 
 
“No, I cannot reproduce the radio production of my creative work” 
 
“This point (reproduction rights) was not in the agreement” 
 
“On a no-fee basis” 
 
“I retained copyright” 
 
“After 6 months” 
 
“Reproduction with permission and acknowledgement of publisher” 
 
“I wrote in my own specification to distribute as above” 
 
“I cannot reproduce my own work in other publications without” 
 
Supporting principles of Open Access, Open Access Journals and/or 
depositing items into repositories: 
 
“Open access journals with high impact (e.g. PLOS biology, also PLOS One) are very 
attractive- the same principle applies as publisher run journals” 
 
“I am a strong supporter of open access publication and believe this is the way of the 
future. It ensures that research is published and [sic] an open and accountable way 
(e.g. Biomedcentral) and that reviewers are not anonymous which allows for the 
potential for research to be knocked back because of editor/reviewer bias, which can 
be a problem in particular disciplines” 
 
“The principal repository I use is the Los Alamos Preprint archive http://arxiv.org/ . I 
see no point in putting preprints into my institutional archive as no-one would think to 
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look for them there. However, I do put them on my website. The institutional archive 
may be useful for other types of material, in particular theses” 
 
“Federal government policies towards research and publication do nothing to 
promote research in Australian universities; I would go as far as to say that they aim 
to undermine research in fields that they believe will not lead to grossly quantifiable 
economic outputs measurable on a national scale; simply because of their manic and 
deplorable ideologies re fiscal and economic management. As far as copyright goes, 
they do not seem to comprehend how much unpaid effort is put into research and 
publication, with the broad expectation that authors should simply accept the current 
commercial climate which requires researchers to negotiate copyright agreements or 
sign on the dotted line re conventional assignment procedures. What is desirable is 
for authors to obtain immediate commercial benefit from their research, whereas at 
the moment all of the commercial benefit is derived by parasitic commercial 
publishers who produce nothing. Politicians think this is good instead of promoting 
research” 
 
“The increasing influence of US-style contracts is eroding the rights of authors over 
their work in Australia. A publisher needs only a non-exclusive licence - or at most - 
an exclusive licence - to publish work effectively lucratively. The assigning of 
copyright should be seen for what it is - theft of intellectual property. This is no 
different from the old theft of land routine. We all know that it often takes 50 years or 
more for academic work to be recognised. The US copyright system is stealing 
Australian intellectual property right from under our noses” 
 
“I know quite a bit about copyright and I don't really insist on my "rights". If I write 
something - particularly when I am being paid from the public purse - I think it should 
be as freely available as possible. All I want is appropriate citation if my ideas are 
used. I work in an area of law which is quite new and it is important to get the 
research into the public domain quickly. Anything to achieve that is good” 
 
“Thank you for this survey. Open access to scientific and professional data and 
information may promote a more knowledge-based world” 
 
“Surely the most important issue is free public access to information and academic 
freedom. Thanks for the opportunity to express my point of view” 
 
“Thanks for the survey. It has made me more aware of the options I have for 
negotiating addendums to publishers' contracts. An important area for me which is 
not covered by this survey is translation rights. I prefer open access and my most 
widely read articles are open access. But the general academic audit culture pushes 
me to publish with commercial publishers. Repositories will only ever patch this 
situation. The wider point for me is the commercial enclosure of intellectual goods 
often produced through social cooperation if not public funding. The challenge is not 
to plug the situation but to create new commons in the face of the current forms of 
primitive accumulation” 
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“It's an innovation that I am too advanced in my career (age 70) to be bothered with - 
society and commercial journals have served me well and I am happy to stick with 
them until I finish. If it were earlier in my career, my views might be different - I am all 
in favour of open access and its philosophy, even if, at this stage, I don't personally 
want to get involved” 
 
“I would love to get rid of all print journals. Up to now third world people would have 
been be excluded. My society found it costs almost as much to publish open access 
as print and the publisher now allows it, after a delay. I give my refereeing for free to 
commercial organisations and resent it. They have ripped us off long enough” 
 
“When it comes down to it I am against the imposition of artificial scarcity on 
intellectual goods by means of intellectual property rights” 
 
“All knowledge should be shared” 
 
“To publish in open source whenever possible” 
 
“The printed version is the definitive one, hence authors should be dissuaded from 
publishing their own, non-authentic, versions” 
 
“All rights available under at least Creative Commons Attribution; Non-Commercial; 
No-Derivatives, or even more liberal Creative Commons if possible” 
 
“I believe that most of my agreements do not allow posting of post-print versions.  
However, I do it anyway on my website” 
 
“I feel like part of me is torn away whenever I'm 'forced' to assign copyright in order to 
get something published. The 'publish or perish' nature of academia makes it 
imperative that we take offers when we get them, especially in good journals, but it's 
like someone is cutting away a part of me whenever this happens. My preference 
now is to publish in books rather than journals so that I retain copyright. I also try to 
publish with university presses that allow me to retain my copyright” 
 
“Important to be able to place papers on WebCt for students to gain access during 
the courses that I taught” 
 
“The author should never assign work to a publisher and should be able to use and 
promote her work as she wishes. There is evidence that this contributes to the 
widespread use of the material, i.e. it is good for the publisher too” 
 
Not supporting principles of Open Access, Open Access Journals and/or 
depositing items into repositories: 
 
“I think people who are promoting open access are for the most part trying to solve a 
problem which doesn't exist:  I think the barriers to access to research findings are 
not that high, especially not for people who need that access” 
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“Why am I so cautious about open access?  Perhaps it is the missionary zeal with 
which it is being promoted without due concern for how the author might feel.  Let me 
give you the example of my PhD.  The information in a PhD in print version is much 
less vulnerable to plagiarism and intellectual theft than one on open access.  My PhD 
institution told me that unless I placed the thesis in their digital repository, I would not 
graduate - if you don't mind!  Well at least I gained an 18 month moratorium on 
access to it.  I don't mind view only in the open access domain, but nothing else.  Re 
the e-journal I edit: we have identifying headers and footers on very page of the 
articles once published, to try and protect the authors from the ease with which the 
items can be downloaded” 
 
“It is important to me that journal refereeing processes are maintained. This means 
either subscription journals, or author pays open access journals. I do not like the 
idea of a highly fragmented body of human knowledge including both refereed and 
un-refereed material. The internet is full of un-refereed material that the reader uses 
at their own risk. I value the integrity of journal refereeing and do not want to see this 
process undermined, particularly when there is already a proliferation of journals and 
published (in any form) material. I see open access repositories as a potential 
undermining of the value added by publishers in peer reviewing material to become 
part of the formal literature” 
 
“A bit long this survey. I am an economist who works with scientists.  Generally, 
economic societies have retained ownership of their journals, even though they are 
published by commercial publishers.  As a result, subscription fees are kept low.  
Generally, scientists have allowed commercial publishers to start competing journals 
or acquire ownership of society's journals, with predictable results.  If you want to 
reverse this process, you must find a way for disciplinary societies to take back 
control of their research and disseminate it as a public good. 'Open Access' is a 
furphy.  I have recently completed some research supported by a commonwealth 
funding body and my university.  An article is in press in a scientific journal which will 
make the article available as 'Open Access' if I, as the author, pay AUD$3,000.00.  
This is blatant commercial exploitation of a public good, whatever name you call it” 
 
“I don't in any way think institutional repositories are the future of knowledge creation” 
 
“I have no interest in publishing in an open access journal” 
 
“I still find the issue of depositing items in institutional repositories a vexed one.  I am 
not happy about free and open access when it comes to copying and downloads” 
 
“In my science (chemistry, physics, some biology) hardly anyone actually reads 
anything, published or not. Dissemination of knowledge goes through word of mouth, 
or conferences. What is taken notice of depends on prestige and public relations and 
bureaucratic prejudice, more importantly 1. Fashionablity of a field (like climate 
change) and related 2.  Spurious claims of commercial relevance. These are 
politically, not scientifically driven and are a large factor success in grant applications. 
Commercialisation --and any consequent reward to authors-is independent of quality 
or availability of new information. E.G in molecular biology 99.9 % of protected 
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patents and information is not followed up. (This is) the same for all fields. The 
problem is one of ignorance in the business and general population, not one of 
information in my view” 
 
“I don't think institutional electronic repositories of research findings are important” 
 
“(Open access is a) dis-benefit [sic] - massive increase in costs of research, due to 
huge fees levied by open-access publishers [i.e. transfer of costs from readers to 
writers]” 
 
“I have no strong opinion on the net effect of open access on these things.  Open 
access may impact negatively on the ability of some subscription journals to maintain 
a high quality review process, which may cancel out its apparent advantages for wide 
accessibility of material” 
 
“Open Access publications in the (field name deleted) fields represent rubbish, and 
should be discouraged.  "Open access" is simply an avenue for poor practitioners to 
side-step quality and rigorous peer-review processes and publish poor and incorrect 
results.    However, there might be good reasons outside of the (field name deleted) 
fields” 
 
Supporting principles of Open Access, Open Access Journals and/or 
depositing items into repositories, but having concerns or requiring measures 
for improvement: 
 
“I believe in open access publishing whenever possible. The problem is that 
academic audit culture (e.g. RQF, journal impact factors, etc.) works in the other 
direction, forcing authors back to commercial publishers that want copyright licensed 
or assigned. Open access journals are lowly weighted in these exercises, even 
though they get read more often, generate more reputation (as measured through 
conference invitations, etc.) and at least in my field are at the cutting edge of 
advance” 
 
“A long survey with a rather obvious agenda. While somewhat supportive of open 
access principles, I am concerned that it will lead to a push for more scarce 
resources to be spent on e-mail shuffling bureaucrats, repository spruikers etc than 
those trying to do research. A key problem for academics is not shortage of 
information but the time to process and deal with it, which is why many of use rely on 
the quality screening processes of high quality journals. Data is not the same as 
useful information” 
 
“Open access should never be required when academics work in their own time to 
produce content without institutional support or funding” 
 
“I think this is a very good initiative with admirable aims. Democratic access to 
information will alleviate the past truth behind Shaw's assertion that most professions 
represented conspiracies against the "laity". I think that the successful 
implementation of the "open access" process will be hostage to RQF and other 
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quality rating issues unless the major universities and the major journal editors 
participate in the venture” 
 
“You will see that I have no faith in my university to enact any policy on my or fellow 
academics behalf.  Sad but true.  I would prefer to see open source and authorship 
protection placed with professional and disciplinary societies than the university 
which is a business corporation which does not share its employee’s interests” 
 
“Access is only half the story.  Reuse and repurposing should also be addressed” 
 
“I am probably fairly typical - believe in open access, but have not done this myself.  
At this stage, I don't believe the quality of data archives in Australia (in the social 
sciences) is sufficient to guarantee high-quality, secure, and equitable use of my data 
by others (this may not be the case for all types of data - a particular problem where 
most data collection is done by researchers themselves.  I think institutions must 
spearhead the process of open access (if they support this) by (1) Defraying the 
costs for their staff members; (2) Working to gain and recognise the quality of open 
access outlets (at this stage, the best journals in my field do not permit open access), 
(3) Advocating bibliometrics that would favour open access (for use by granting 
agencies, promotions committees).  As academic research in Australian universities 
is owned by the university, the university has a responsibility to promote open access 
and not make this the responsibility of individual staff” 
 
“Open Access would be a good method of maintaining non-significant findings.  Most 
journals publish only studies with significant results and there is a lot of duplicated 
effort as a result” 
 
“One of my anxieties about open access and depositories is the ease of plagiarism, 
particularly by students” 
 
“I support open access as a principle but believe that the issue of impact factors 
reduces the usefulness of this avenue for publication. Unless OA publication is given 
a status as activity relevant to promotion there isn't much reward for the effort 
involved” 
 
“Enthusiasm for the principle of open access needs to be tempered by an 
understanding of the economic realities of journal and book publishing upon which 
the whole structure of academic career advancement is premised” 
 
“As it becomes easier to make academic output accessible in principle, it becomes 
harder to make relevant content able to be easily found.  Once the problem of open 
access is "solved", the bigger problem will be the organisation of open access 
material into a manner such that it can be quickly identified as existing by those who 
may be looking for it” 
 
“Publication and placing items in a repository should NEVER be linked to career 
advancement - as this generates publication for the wrong reasons” 
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“Currently considering doing so.  Probably being conservative in waiting to see how 
well open access is received - still considering if open access will be as acceptable 
compared to traditional journals.  Also $$ involved” 
 
“I am happy to submit articles to open access journals as long as they are of good 
quality. Some are already of good quality but others are not. Use of open access 
journals is increasing and will therefore pose stronger demands on the quality of the 
open access journals. However, the editors of open access journals should also 
impose strict demands on the quality of article submissions” 
 
“(Open access) need(s) a mechanism to ensure quality/peer review mechanism” 
 
“My preference would be for journals to provide free access to electronic copies after 
a short period of time.  I would also like to freely put my papers on my own website.  I 
don't think many people would bother searching through numerous institutional 
websites to locate papers” 
 
“This questionnaire does not address options or strategies for cross-cultural and/or 
collaboratively partnered publications and/or research material (with complex, multi 
party intellectual property issues) especially where there may be competing 
commercial and non-commercial priorities over particular timeframes.  Thus, I may be 
totally in agreement with Open Access Principles  in some instances and not for 
others, however your questionnaire remains too generic for me to be able to answer 
some questions” 
 
If you have deposited an item into an institutional repository, what are end-
users allowed to do with the item?: 
 
“This should be determined by the author” 
 
“No restrictions. Also, your reference to creative commons or other open content 
licence above is inconsistent, since some creative commons licences expressly 
prohibit e.g. commercial reproduction” 
 
“The real thing is that it is so bureaucratic and cumbersome and I can't really recall 
what I did” 
 
"Copyright in individual works within the repository belongs to their authors or 
publishers. You may make a print or digital copy of a work for your personal non-
commercial use. All other rights are reserved, except for fair dealings or other user 
rights granted by the copyright laws of your country." 
 
“Use the work for academic or commercial purposes in the same institution” 
 
What rights would you like an end user to have when accessing your item in an 
institutional or other repository?: 
 
“Use content but only if acknowledged and with permission” 
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“I'm happy with any non-commercial use that acknowledges the source of the 
material” 
 
“Because I am a publicly funded public servant, I believe that all my work should be 
open to scrutiny by the public and be available to them. My work should be entirely 
open access” 
 
“Run programs (from the item)” 
 
“No restrictions” 
 
“Use data or preliminary results in their own commercial operations” 
 
“Add comments to the item - without changing the original” 
 
“Use the work for academic or commercial purposes in the same institution” 
 
What types of content should your institution's repository allow authors to 
deposit?: 
 
“Anything where conditions of use ensure fair and reasonable remuneration for 
publisher” 
 
“None. Institutional repositories are a threat to peer reviewed academic research” 
 
“Anything relevant to the scholarly endeavour where other scholars can build 
knowledge more effectively by having free access to it” 
 
“I still find the issue of depositing items in institutional repositories a vexed one.  I am 
not happy about free and open access when it comes to copying and downloads” 
 
“Only refereed (peer-reviewed) materials should be placed on an institution's 
repository” 
 
“Restrictions only based on purpose of repository not format of the content” 
 
“Theses” 
 
“Thoughts, blogs, ideas - anything that advances research in a coherent, structured, 
accessible way” 
 
“Probably anything - but it doesn't contribute to dissemination for copyrighted items” 
 
“None - better to have centralized depositories” 
 
“It should enable the peer review process in a collaborative forum” 
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“Conference and teaching power-point/multimedia presentations with a reference to 
the conference, date, and location” 
 
What could your university or institution do or provide in order to improve your 
participation in depositing items in institutional or other repositories?: 
 
“More could definitely be done to assist institutions and authors to understand open 
access principles and facilitate their operation. I have used Creative Commons in my 
webpage. I am unhappy about the way publishers want copyright assigned to them 
and feel authors have little choice in the matter if we want our material published in 
particular journals” 
 
“The (institution name deleted) is failing its staff badly. They have not told anyone 
that there is a repository available to them. Even if by chance someone came across 
it, there are no instructions on how to use it. And even if you could work it out, you 
need to 1. Register with the administrator.  2. Find out if your area has a 'community' 
(or work out by osmosis that you can put things into the 'e-prints community').  3. Find 
your post-print 4. Convert the post print to a PDF.  5. Find out whether the journal it 
was published in is green (with no instruction on how to do this or even that it needs 
to be done). What do you think the chances are of anyone doing all of that 
voluntarily? Then, even if you manage to leap over all the hurdles, there is no way of 
finding out if your material has been downloaded, so no way of finding out if all that 
effort has been worth it. Quite frankly it is a joke” 
 
“My institution puts material in automatically for me. I don't have time to manage 
multiple publication outlets, so anything that reduces the load helps” 
 
“How would academics (especially young academics) know about open access if 
there are few opportunities to learn about it and there's no institutional support for it 
(e.g. actively providing the know-how)? How many educational institutions educate 
postgraduate students about copyright and intellectual property (especially in relation 
to their thesis)? If one is lucky, one's thesis supervisor might take the time to explain 
such things. I hope your research can do something about this problem” 
 
“As with all activities to do with research and the dissemination of research the 
additional work required in order to use institutional repositories is left up to the 
individual academic. The work of dissemination and publishing is done on a shoe 
string. More designated resources are required especially for those of us who are 
new researchers” 
 
“All of my published work is also self-published from my own web site. I have done 
this since the early 90s. I would use an institutional repository but have struggled to 
find one (my institution does not yet have one for example). I also make nonlinear 
academic work which cannot be 'housed' as a text, doc or PDF” 
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“I am relatively ignorant about these matters.  A briefing for those who like myself 
came into the research business quite some time ago and for whom these matters 
did not exist would be helpful” 
 
“My institution has only just started supplying open access. One of the great 
difficulties is finding what rights I have to self publish or provide open access under 
agreements up to 40 years old. I am prepared to upload the PDF of old articles but 
the institution needs to cover themselves. I have to do the legwork and the uploading 
too!” 
 
“Mandate that peer-reviewed research MUST be deposited” 
 
“Guidelines and examples are important supports, but having someone do what is 
largely an administrative task on behalf of authors would be a great benefit.    Linking 
info on open access to impact factors as these also guide the selection of publication 
destination is also needed” 
 
“I think it would be better to use repositories that are established for authors in 
particular fields rather than ones attached to institution of employment. I am aware of 
a repository in my field but have not entered my stuff in (have been meaning to but 
I'm busy and it quickly falls off the list)” 
 
“No time for workshops - I'd like them to do the depositing so I only have to email 
them the documents” 
 
“Legal indemnity if I make a mistake in the copyright process or at least a set of 
guidelines which would transfer the obligation under the copyright to them if I fulfil a 
set of steps specified by them” 
 
“Remove the need for metadata compilation, one of the chief disincentives” 
 
“I suspect that somewhere "in the system" my university does a lot of these things but 
it’s certainly not "upfront" & at the moment, I don't have time to hunt it down” 
 
“Provide clerical and administrative support as there is no time available for all this” 
 
“I should not have to deposit - the university knows what I have written due to the 
RQF and it should deposit my work to save me the time” 
 
“I need a repository that is easy to use, not one that requires a workshop” 
 
“Provide understanding on how this free access can be cost effective” 
 
“Universities are a public good, not a business sector. They should take all measures 
to ensure that data and outputs are open (except where it might compromise privacy 
on sensitive personal issues). Any commercial in confidence research should be 
conducted outside universities” 
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“Provide a research assistant or admin person who can deposit the items for you” 
 
“Take the articles that I have to lodge through the DEST process and automatically 
upload them.  I am tired of providing the SAME article to different people in the 
university.  I want a one-stop-shop where I hand the article over to the university 
ONCE!!!” 
 
“As before-I don't know enough to comment” 
 
“Do the depositing” 
 
“Our institution does much of this - but as an author I want to be assured that there 
are mechanisms in place that protect my authorship and prevent wholesale 
copying/downloading etc - which does not yet happen” 
 
“My local repository uses (software name deleted). I have told them it requires a 
huge amount of manual entry by the author, almost all of which is contained in the 
(software name deleted) search for the item (except for local research categories). 
There is no facility to copy and past from e.g. Endnote. Nor is there a list of which 
journals allow self archiving, of the delays before archiving is allowed or which 
version is allowed to be archived” 
 
“Secure prospective and blanket agreement from publishers to allow for deposit in 
institutional repositories” 
 
“Handle these tasks automatically, so authors can just give a general agreement that 
published material should be in the repository” 
 
“Simple guide to how to do it for digitally challenged older users” 
 
“Academics should not be the meat in this sandwich” 
 
“I would be unlikely to use anything established by my own institution” 
 
“Encourage a culture of incremental improvement through sharing” 
 
“Provide assistance for depositors” 
 
“I'm generally opposed to having the institution "explain" things to researchers. It's 
almost always a waste of everyone's time. Participation will rise when it's to the 
advantage of researchers to participate. University explanations and policies are 
generally irrelevant, since in practice no-one reads them” 
 
“I have no faith in my university to do any of the above.  It would become a highly 
bureaucratic, time-consuming and wasteful process” 
 
“Have a person you just email the documents to and they load them on etc” 
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“Explain how (and whether) the moral rights of authors will be protected under such a 
system, particularly when the material is in the hands of the end user. Explain why 
such a system is not an open invitation to plagiarism” 
 
“Most of these activities are already done in my institution” 
 
If you have published an item in an Open Access Journal, what reasons 
persuaded you to do so?: 
 
“Speed of publication” 
 
“Don't really know if journals where I've published are OA or not” 
 
“More widely read plus there is a certain performance of publishing in these venues 
that builds reputation and solidarity among people in the field” 
 
“I would consider this in the future” 
 
“Faster review period” 
 
“Open access wasn't important. I just wanted to publish in that journal because it's a 
key journal in my field” 
 
“Speed of journal.  I have papers in press in two such journals, hence my answers 
above not YET published” 
 
“Ease of publication” 
 
“Impact factor of journal” 
 
“As a benefit to my students” 
 
“The journals policy was open access” 
 
“The journal had a high impact factor and was suitable for my field of work” 
 
“In my area the best repository is arXiv which is not really an institutional repository 
but is a repository for the entire academic community.  For me one of the most 
important factors when choosing a journal is the reputation of that journal.  So an 
open access journal also needs to have a good reputation (and good impact factors 
etc) to be considered.  In my field there is one very good open access journal in 
which I have published a paper, and I would definitely consider them for future 
papers” 
 
“Invited to write something” 
 
“Thought the journal was the appropriate journal” 
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“Journal policy” 
 
“Attached to conference presentation” 
 
“I and the Editor in Chief of an open access journal that tries to protect the authors of 
articles as best it can” 
 
“That was where the conference organizers chose to publish the proceedings” 
 
“To make my research more accessible and more widely recognised” 
 
“I have just submitted my first paper to an open access journal because I have come 
to understand its power to assist others to access regardless of financial 
circumstances” 
 
“I was given no choice. I contributed to an open access journal” 
 
“Co-incidental that the journal was open access” 
 
“One of my first few publications. Happy to just get published” 
 
“I am not sure whether I have or not” 
 
“Many journals allow electronic access, but I am not sure whether in these cases you 
have to subscribe or not” 
 
“The journal just happened to be open access as well as print” 
 
If you have not published an item in an Open Access Journal, what has 
prevented you from doing so?:  
 
• Open Access Journal publishing fees: 
 
“The last few questions seem to imply that open access journals charge for 
publishing - I was unaware of this, and it seems a very bad idea; other business 
models (e.g. paid for by the institution) should be investigated” 
 
“The huge fees are a MAJOR disincentive to publishing in open-access journals” 
 
“I am not convinced by the new open access journals where it costs the author to 
publish in them. In these days where mathematicians do nearly all the typesetting of 
their articles with latex, and editing and refereeing is not rewarded with monetary 
payment, publication costs should be much lower. In maths there are some free 
online journals run by mathematicians which do not require payment by the authors 
to publish in them. I agree far more with this idea than the open access idea of the 
major commercial publishers.  Allowing pre-prints to be placed on individual's web 
pages and servers like the ArXiv does more for access.  I feel that it is more 
important to reduce publication costs and hence subscription fees (most society 
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journals are cheaper than the big commercial publishers) thereby making them more 
affordable than wasting large amounts of research dollars on paying to be published” 
 
“In the medical research field there is a well established network and hierarchy of 
peer review journals. I general my experience is authors go for the best journal they 
can publish in (highest impact factor) whether or not it offers open access. Also, all 
open access journals I am familiar with as well as commercial journals offering open 
access charge the author a fee - a further disincentive. It is hard enough to get 
published without paying for the privilege” 
 
“The main issues is that I don't see any significant advantages to me to publish 
outside the traditional journal paths and a significant disadvantages that I have to pay 
to get published (which ARC and other agencies refuse to fund)” 
 
“Whenever possible now, I try to publish in society or open access journals.  
Sometimes however, the appropriate journal for the work is Elsevier (for instance).  
The major obstacle in my main field (mathematics) to open access is page charges 
for authors.  On the one hand, these are very much outside the mathematics tradition 
(unlike biology, where society journals such as Genetics and PNAS charge authors).  
On the other, my institution is unwilling to pay them, and they are excluded from 
many grant schemes, including ARC and internal grants.  The optimal situation would 
be open access journals published without cost to the authors.  I don't know how 
such a journal could be funded” 
 
“They (open access journals) are usually very expensive” 
 
“Many of them (open access journals) charge authors a lot of money to do so” 
 
“ARC funding doesn't allow you to pay for publishing items in open access journals” 
 
“Primary journals for disciplinary field are published by (or for) disciplinary societies.  
Not permitted under ARC grant terms to pay any publication fees (for open access 
journals)” 
 
“Open access journals are a great idea ... except that doing all the things it takes to 
run an excellent journal costs money and time. It costs money to pay good editors, to 
run a good publication system, and to do it for the 10-20 years it takes for a Journal 
to garner a strong reputation for quality.  One can't help wondering if that's not a 
reasonable price to pay for assigning copyright” 
 
“You seem to assume OA journals are author pays... many aren't” 
 
• Metrics and citation: 
 
“Open access journals in my area are not important publishers and do not attract 
citation counts. If they did, then that might change my and others attitude to open 
access publications” 
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“Open access is good in principle, but I would first need evidence from citation impact 
factors that people are reading and cite publications in open access journals” 
 
“(Open access journal) articles are not indexed by the major databases (e.g., 
PsycINFO, Medline) and thus would not be cited or read” 
 
“Needs to be ISI or Scopus listed for citation metrics - necessary for promotion, 
grants etc” 
 
• Reputation and impact: 
 
“There is still a stigma about online journals. It requires cultural change. This is a 
matter for PR directed towards senior academics and academic management. 
Google scholar should be useable as a citation and impact reference” 
 
“Open access journals in the field of (field name deleted) are "dodgy", they seem to 
be run by profiteers and have little emphasis on quality. I am the associate editor of 
an open access journal and the editorial standards are far below that of the discipline 
standard. Personally, I do not welcome the proliferation of open access journals. 
There are already too many "easy" journals full of useless articles from prolific 
authors. Harsh, but true, there is a lot of crap out there!” 
 
“Prestige/quality of a forum is most often more important in publishing an item than 
the form of publication itself (open access or not) for career advancement. Excessive 
author costs (not covered by funding agencies) also a hindrance to promoting open 
access publications” 
 
“I publish in journals that reach my target audience and don't worry about the various 
copyright provisions.  Some are open access some are not but that doesn't influence 
my decision.  It is up to the publisher to then decide what access people have but 
interested readers can always use the library if there are not e-copies” 
 
“The relevance of the journal to the content of the article I was writing.  It had nothing 
to do with its open access status” 
 
“The fact that it (a journal) was open access had nothing to do with my decision” 
 
“I published based on the quality of the journals and not due to then being open 
access journals” 
 
“Faster communication of results” 
 
“It’s not the open access that’s the issue: it’s the quality of the journal” 
 
“(1) Leading journals (i.e. with high impact factor) do not offer open access (2) 
Expectation others in field will have access to these journals via their respective 
institutions” 
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“My decisions about publication are based on journal impact factor, journal 
specialisation, and likelihood of acceptance.  Current open access journals do not 
tick enough of these boxes” 
 
“The journals most widely recognised in my field are not open access” 
 
“No open access journals of sufficient recognised quality in my field” 
 
“No open access journals of sufficient standing in own field” 
 
“Open access journals in my field have very low impact” 
 
“Impact factor of open access journals too low in my field” 
 
“Prestige value of (open access) journals is low” 
 
“No high impact factor open access journal in my field” 
 
“Reputation of limited access journal more important” 
 
“(Open access journals) not the top journals in the field” 
 
“These newer (open access) journals are not yet established as high quality journals 
in my field of research. (I.e. no impact factor)” 
 
“Poor reputation of many open access journals” 
 
“Nothing has prevented me (publishing in open access journals); there are titles I 
could publish in - my main concern is quality of the journal” 
 
“Material in these journals seems to be of questionable quality. Concern about 
wholesale plagiarism of material” 
 
“I need to publish in the journal with the highest impact factor in the field. If it’s open 
access that great if not I still want to publish there.  There are instances when I would 
like to get copies of articles but can only get by paying personally would prefer not to 
do this” 
 
“If a particular open-access journal (in my discipline area) started to reach 
reasonable quality/impact levels I might consider the journal.  At the moment, 
publishing in open-access journals is an admission your work is rubbish” 
 
“If it (an open access journal) has a good Impact factor or a good ranking on the RQF 
ranking list, then I would consider it” 
 
“Impact factor of the journal is a strong deciding factor in choosing a journal to submit 
a manuscript to” 
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“I aim to publish in the most widely recognised journals, regardless of their access” 
 
• Other Reasons: 
 
“Metrics are difficult when there are multiple copies and when in slightly different form 
(e.g. pre vs. post prints)” 
 
“I acknowledge a journal's need to recoup costs... so while the above are important, 
abuse of copyright is still a concern” 
 
“Criteria like ISI impact factors promoted as more important by institution.  Leading 
journals in my field are not necessarily open access” 
 
“Other journals were more appropriate for the particular content of my items” 
 
“As long as academics are rewarded solely by the ranking of the journal we publish 
in, publishers of top ranking journals will have all the power”  
 
“Nothing prevented me, I just didn't” 
 
“Other journals more appropriate for items to be published” 
 
“I have no problem with doing this. I just haven't yet” 
 
“I will once their impact factor becomes clear” 
 
“More could definitely be done to assist institutions and authors to understand Open 
Access Principles and facilitate their operation. I have used Creative Commons in my 
webpage. I am unhappy about the way publishers want copyright assigned to them 
and feel authors have little choice in the matter if we want our material published in 
particular journals” 
 
“An unfounded perception that open access journals may be of lesser academic 
quality than print publications” 
 
“Different journals re focus but deposit articles any way -there are overseas journals 
in discipline but just not submitted” 
 
“Other/normal publishers are of a higher quality (and also free to publish - unsure of 
whether I'd have to pay in the open access journal)” 
 
“Most of my publications are commissioned. I don't tend to be looking for distribution 
sites” 
 
“I am the Editor-in-Chief of an open access journal published by (name deleted), so I 
am a strong supporter of open access.  However, to get published in other journals I 
agree with whatever conditions the journal stipulates. Usually, you are so happy to be 
accepted that you don't want to rock the boat. I find many of my colleagues don't 
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understand open access.  As you have implied in your introduction, people access 
journals via their university computer and don't realise that their university has paid 
for access to many journals.  I am finding that patients are reading articles in open 
access journals and are increasingly well informed. I would like to put all my articles 
on my website, but haven't had the time to work out the copyright restrictions for the 
different journals. I would like my university to help me with this” 
 
“Journal choice not just mine in co-authored papers” 
 
“Most of those in my field with which I am familiar are low prestige and not 
considered particularly scholarly” 
 
“Not yet clear about the open access views of my research collaborators. Have not 
yet fully explored commercial potential” 
 
“Citation rates are not as high as other journals” 
 
“Generally, if you want to publish in a recognized journal, then you have to accept 
conditions.....only real option is to accept but disobey....which of course is 
dangerous” 
 
“Unfamiliar with the open access journals that exist” 
 
“Have submitted but not heard response first OAJ journal article” 
 
“Individuals publishing as co-authors within a multiple-author group have little chance 
to make individual decisions about issues related to publications. I have moved away 
from a large, longitudinal study involving a large research team, since the original 
investigators automatically gain co-authorship should they so choose, regardless of 
their input into a given paper, and then refuse to allow others who have contributed to 
papers from being acknowledged as co-authors - even when meeting the basic 
criteria set for authorship” 
 
“Cost - I looked the other day at one, and if accepted you as author have to pay 
$700. I think my faculty would reimburse/pay that but am not sure - I guess I need to 
check” 
 
“Choice of journals is often not based on options provided. That is, I choose to 
publish in some place because of "duty" to sub-discipline rather than other options 
provided.  Most of the questions have little relevance to books.  General set-up, a 
simpler way of moving between pages would save much of my valuable time” 
 
“First notification of such a journal arrived one week ago. Open access for papers in 
commercial journals is too costly” 
 
“Some useful questions and concepts. But, it is tough enough finding time to finish 
papers. And it is always a blessing when someone agrees to publish-I have always 
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been too busy making sure my work is published to even think about copyright very 
hard” 
 
“US and UK authors seem to be at an advantage in posting to SSRN (social 
sciences research network). Even though most publishers are global now, there 
seems to be a strong resistance to publishing anything in a 'local' journal if it has 
been pre-released in a repository. I bet if I sent a manuscript to one of the Australian 
commercial law journals and disclosed that had uploaded a working paper to SSRN, 
they would reject it outright. I know because I have asked the hypothetical question. 
this was a couple of years ago. I haven't taken them on, even since they all went 
global (name of publisher deleted)” 
 
“Lack of reputation/recognition of journal - would need assurance of quality of 
refereeing and some idea of rejection rate etc” 
 
“Haven't got around to it yet and am philosophically against publishing in the journal I 
edit” 
 
“I like to know who accesses my works- a request by email is good.  I am not sure 
how open access would give me that info?   I joined academia after many years in 
industry and my research has been largely reflecting and building on what I have 
experienced in the light of time to think. I suppose that is why my conference papers 
are sought by technical magazines world-wide, as they interest practitioners in 
industry.  My recent attempts to submit to a learned journal were declined - the 
reviewer comments showed a total disconnection with industry! (reviewer’s 
comments deleted).  There have not been any published on that topic for years!”  
 
“Not enough work to publish yet” 
 
“Article rejected” 
 
“Manuscript was rejected” 
 
“Negotiating copyright conditions sounds like a good idea except that authors may 
not have their papers considered for publication if journals don't want to be bothered 
negotiating......the better journals hold all the cards........if you want to be published 
you need to accept their conditions” 
 
“I submitted something to the inaugural issue of open access research but the journal 
didn't go ahead - so I tried!” 
 
“I HATE signing away my copyright and would be grateful for anything that could be 
done to reduce the power of publishers to effectively force me to do so. I also hate 
the fact that I had to sign away my copyright to my employer -- I work ridiculously 
huge hours which is not rewarded adequately by the pay, yet they can claim 
copyright in anything I write. This is wrong. So much of the time I'm writing is my own 
time, because academia is my work, vocation and hobby. Because I'm doing 
academic research/writing and that's one of employment duties too, the university 
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can claim ownership in all that I write. It's wrong, unfair and I feel ripped off -- but 
they've got all the power, and the copyright laws are stacked against individuals, so 
what can one do but submit?” 
 
“Review pressure forces me to write better papers” 
 
“My work needs to go in high quality international research journals” 
 
“There are a number of assumptions built into this survey: - several questions 
assume there are publishing agreements.  My experience is that quite a few of the 
journals do not require execution of any kind of publishing agreement.  I have treated 
this as me giving them a non-exclusive license, since that is the bare minimum that is 
necessary to be implied; - all the information to authors in the world will do no good 
unless they are clear that publishers will not object to deposit. The most important 
thing institutions can do is take on the negotiations with publishers themselves 
(alone, or in conjunction with funding bodies), as individual authors have very little 
incentive to do so. I am sick of being 'encouraged' by my institution to publish my 
items online while simultaneously being told to 'check with the publisher' “ 
 
“As long as academics are rewarded solely by the ranking of the journal we publish 
in, publishers of top ranking journals will have all the power” 
 
“Time constraints and Intend to do so shortly” 
 
“My career began in 1965, and the culture/concepts related to open access did not 
develop until much later” 
 
“Sorry I missed many items out. I don't really understand this issue and don't have 
time to understand it. I am too busy doing research and writing it up to worry too 
much about who accesses my work and how. I publish in many scholarly journals. 
professional journals and so on and feel that my work gets out in the public eye pretty 
well- so from my own point of view wider access is not terribly important and 
unfortunately I don't have time to worry too much about other people's work. Good 
luck with your study” 
 
“Perception quality of journals for discipline” 
 
“Important to publish in highly recognised discipline specific journals” 
 
“Accepting publishers were not open access journals” 
 
“By the time a journal article has been pushed through the peer review process we 
are always sick of it and will take any conditions on offer. Turn around time is a 
critical issue in the submission process, but we have no way to assess likely turn 
around time in advance” 
 
“Scientific workers are now locked into the (publisher name deleted). This is bad, 
particularly for Australian workers in the natural sciences. Local journals are dying 
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and papers of importance for managing the local natural environment get a poor 
rating because no-one in the US reads or cites them. The international system is 
destroying locally important science. Under the present system we should all focus 
our research on problems of importance to the US, or use US field sites” 
 
“Most (many) current journals treasure their copyrights - they do not want others 
having access to the same material as it depreciates its value. The best journals in 
which I publish (journal names deleted) have insisted on exclusive assignment of 
copyright” 
 
“Since we are not paid for the enormous labour of publication, it adds insult that 
increasingly we feel powerless in the face of publishers' demands. Recently, for 
example, I was refused access to referee reports on an article on the basis that these 
were 'confidential'. The article was published by the journal but they would not give 
me the reports which are very important for my research development. Contracts 
should also commit the publisher to something. I signed a contract with a publisher 
who then (the editor) then held the article for (number deleted) years before 
publication. I was contracted and could not withdraw it, even though the contract did 
not even commit the publisher to publish it” 
 
“As an academic I have always felt that I have no power in the publishing market and 
have to take the conditions offered” 
 
“I have legal advice that old copyright agreements can be broken if one has access 
to a good PDF editor (full version of Adobe reader) and adds "Authors corrections". 
The "revised" PDF reverts to the author’s property. The librarians like the idea. My 
institution is scared to try. Some journals have no electronic records of older articles 
at all. They have nothing left to own or sell. I want to be free to publish the PDF of 
these articles. I am told journals will not pursue self publishing, even of their own 
PDF, for articles over 12 months old but this may no longer be true in the fight for 
electronic space. I also feel, as a frequent (unpaid)referee for these three large 
publishing companies (publisher names deleted), or society journals, I should be 
given something back in return and the right to self publish the final PDF on my own 
website and in a centralised or my own institutional website would be a repayment I 
would appreciate” 
 
“What could be done to assist you to publish in an Open Access Journal?   
 
“High impact journals to offer open access. It is difficult to imagine what their 
motivation to do this would be” 
 
“Irrelevant to scientific work generally.  Access is freely available in journals” 
 
“Higher quality, more rigorous standards” 
 
“Ensure impact factors are high” 
 
“Raised status of open access journals e.g. ISI Listing” 
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“Higher citations of open access journals” 
 
“Having a relevant open access journal categorised as a tier 1 or tier 2 journal under 
the CORE guidelines” 
 
“Nothing, I am opposed in principle to open-access publishing” 
 
“Quality and impact of the journal” 
 
“Nothing, I tend to publish open access if the journal quality is equal” 
 
“I'm quite happy with the (non-open access) journals I publish in” 
 
“Assurance of the quality of the journal and the rigour of the editing process” 
 
“Articles need to be indexed by the major databases (e.g., PsycINFO, Medline)” 
 
“Nothing as far as I am concerned.  Perhaps the open access journals in my field are 
not relevant outlets to the work I am doing” 
 
“Make the journals high impact – i.e. excellent reputation, high quality of peer review, 
excellent proofing” 
 
“Better quality open access journals in the field.  The only ones I know are the ones 
that send me spam” 
 
“Positioning of the journals (impact factor and citation indexes) relative to other 
journals considered more prestigious to peers” 
 
“Better ranking of these journals for NHMRC/other grant provider assessment” 
 
“I need to publish in highest impact journals. Most open access journals are not high 
impact (at least in my discipline area)” 
 
“University funding for open access journal publications is inexistent” 
 
“Academic integrity of open access journal (e.g. peer-review process) DEST 
recognition” 
 
“More time within academic workload for lecturers to write” 
 
“Made free to publish in them” 
 
“Elevated reputation/prestige of the journal” 
 
“Enhance ranking of open access journals in terms of peer esteem and status” 
Institutional and disciplinary open access repositories, 
open access journals and subscription based publishing 
media are changing the academic publishing environment. 
Authors now face greater choices for the dissemination of 
their work.
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